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Tax Proposals Affect
University’s Budget
get “ at least the size recom 
mended by the Governor,” $20
million.
“ According to our legislative
leaders, financial support of this
magnitude is simply not possible
without additional tax revenue,”
McConnell continued.
The University originally ask
ed for a minimum budget of $23.5.
million.
Governor King made it clear
through his legislative counsel.
Attorney William Craig, that
he would veto any broad base
tax. The Governor feels that he
must live up to his pledge to
veto such a tax.
The Governor favors the meals
and lodgings tax.
GOP floor leader Marshall
Cobleigh of Nashua spoke in fa
vor of a 5% tax on meals and
lodgings that would bring in esti
mated revenue of $5.5 to $6 mil silent now.”
lion.
Erwin Jaffe, associate pro
“ As much as $10 million may
fessor of political science, said,
“ I am participating in the vigil
to show my dissatisfaction for
American politics.
You might
say that this allows us a way
Lt. Col. James Lindbergh
to find expression of respect for
those who die in Vietnam on both Hughes, a 1965 UNH graduate,
was one of three American pilots
sides.”
When asked if he had any ob shot down near Hanoi last Satur
jections to the vigil. University day.
Hughes, 39, and the other two
President John W. McConnell
commented, “ I have no objections pilots were put on display in
since it is within the rules of Hanoi after they had been round
ed up by workers, militiamen and
the University.”
Dean of Students C. Robert soldiers.
According to the Soviet press
Keesey, Associate Dean of Stu
dents Richard F. Stevens, and agency, Tass, the three men had
Academic Vice-President R o  been “ led through angry, shout
bert Barlow observed the vigil ing crowds in the streets of
Hanoi” .
from the steps of T-Hall.
The treatment was a clear
Keesey had no objection to the
vigil. He said it was an “ Am- violation of the Geneva Conven
tion, which prohibits the humili
(Continued on Page 13)
ation of prisoners.
The New York Times showed
pictures of the three airmen on
its front page, Sunday, May 7.
It was reported that Hughes, who
was based at Nakhon Ratchasima in Thailand, bore wounds

By Sandy Ahern

"V ig il”

Four score faculty members
and students gathered around
the flag pole in front of T-Hall
in a “ vigil” for the victims of
the war in Vietnam yesterday.
(Photo by Harold Cook)

80 Partidpute

President John
McConnell
spoke “ in support of any rea
sonable tax program” at tax pro
posal hearings in Concord on
Tuesday.
Proponents of a sales and in
come tax, two broad base tax
bills, and a meals and lodgings
tax bill spoke before the House
Ways and Means Committee.
More than 600 persons attended
the bearings.
McConnell emphasized that the
University could not continue
quality operations without a bud-

Quiet, Order M arks Peace Vigil
By John Christie
A group of 80 faculty mem
bers and students stood be
low the flag in front of Thomp
son Hall, Wednesday noon. They
were there in “ a vigil for the
victims of the war in Vietnam.”
For one hour the participants
stood in a straight line facing
T-Hall. Many talked and joked,
but the
demonstration
was
orderly.
Few students interrupted their
lunch to watch the demonstration.
Passing students glanced ca s
ually at the vigil, making few
remarks.
Some students expressed their
differing opinions: “ I don’ t un
derstand what they are trying to
do.”
“ I wonder if they all know what
the vigil means?”
“ Disgusting.”
“ They’ re cowards.”

“ Tt takes a lot of courage.”
The vigil was sponsored by the
Ad Hoc Committee for the Dur
ham Vigil.
A member of the
committee. Rev. Joseph Axenroth, explained the purpose of the
vigil as “ simply awaytoexpress
a feeling.”
“ It’ s a matter of conscience,”
he said. “ I don’ t know what a
thing like this accomplishes. I
hope it will encourage people to
think about the war.”
Axenroth, a three-year veteran of
the Air Force, blames the bad
image of Vietnam protestors on
“ a bad p ress.”
Assistant professor of Phil
osophy Paul Brockelman explain
ed why he was at the vigil.
“ One of the problems in the
Second World War was that peo
ple were silent. When we were
growing up we blamed them for
this.
I don’ t think we can be

have to be sliced from the state’ s
budget if some form of new
taxation is not adopted,” said
Cobleigh.
McConnell pointed out some
of “ the inevitable consequences
of inadequate revenues.”
The college-level program in
nursing, started two years ago,
will have to be discontinued. Ad
ditional faculty for the program,
if it were retained, would cost;
$140,000 for the biennium.
All new faculty positions in the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics would be elim in -’
ated, which would bring an end
to the Master of Business Ad
ministration program. This pro
gram has been in existence for a
year.
The loss of new coach-andinstructor positions in the Ath
letics and Physical Education
Division would preclude full use
of the new Field House.

Grad Downed Over Hanoi

Variety For Parents’ Weekend

on his face and head and seem 
ed to have a back injury.
The men were described by
the North Vietnamese as Thunderchief pilots.
Each of the
men appeared under floodlights
for about five minutes before
newsmen at the international
Press Club.
Born in Iowa in June, 1927,
Hughes was an Air Force offi
cer when he came to UNH in
September of 1962. He was one
of the first members of the UNH
Air Force Institute of Techno-’
logy, receiving his B.S. in elec
trical engineering.
Upon graduation from UNH,
he, his wife and two children
went to Rome, New York. He
was then moved to New Mexico
where he lived until he was
transferred to Viewnam last
February.

Planned Saturday And Sunday
Tours, displays, sports events,
and faculty addresses will pro
vide sundry activities and tired
feet -ioT the eighth Annual P ar
ents’ Weekend to be held this
Saturday and Sunday.
Saturday’ s program will begin
with a coffee hour in the Straf
ford Room, from 9 a.m. to 11
a.m.
From 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. the
deans of the four colleges of
the University will conduct in
formal discussion groups and in
troduce the following speakers:
College of Liberal Arts, Dr.
Herman W. Reske, professor of
German, in the Carroll-Belknap
Room; College of Agriculture,
Dr. C. Hilton Boynton, profes
sor of dairy science, in the
Cheshire Room; College of Tech
nology, Dr. David W. Ellis, as
sistant professor of chemistry.

in the Senate-Merrimack Room;
and the Whittemore School of
Business and Economics, Dr.
Donald C. Marschner, assistant
professor of business adminis
tration, in the Grafton Room.
The University television sta
tion, WENH-TV, and radio sta
tion, WUNH, will conduct tours
of their premises from 10 a.m.
until 11 a.m.
The University
dining halls and commissary will
be open for inspection at the same
time and from 1 p.m. to 2 p;m.

N. E. Center Open House
The New England Center for
Continuing Education, located in
the form er Lambda Chi frater
nity house, will be open from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. A model of
the proposed center will be dis
played and questions about it will
be answered.
The Army and Air Force Re

view at Lewis Field will begin
at 11:30 a.m.
President John
W.
McConnell will present
awards. At 12:30, following the
Review, a chicken barbecue will
be held at the Memorial Field.
Highlighting the afternoon, Mc
Connell will address parents and
students at Snively Arena at 2
p.m. Musical selections will be
presented by the Orchestra, Newhampshiremen, and the Concert
Choir.
Baseball & LaCrosse
Also at 2, the ,varsity base
ball team will meet UMass at
Brackett Field, the varsity la
crosse team will face Tufts
on Lewis Field, and the fresh
man lacrosse team meets Dart
mouth on the upper field.
Dormitories and fraternity and
sorority houses will hold open
(Continued on Page 2)

Captured

After “being shot down over
Hanoi,
Lt.
Colonel
James
Hughes, 1965 UNH graduate,
was forced to appear at press
conference in Hanoi in violation
of the Geneva Convention,
which prohibits humiliation of
war prisoners.
(UPI Photo)
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In-State Tuition Increase
An increase in in-state tuition next
year is eminent.
The University needs more money
than the state can afford to pay. The
students, as the University’s other
main source of revenue, will have
to take up the financial slack by pay
ing* a tuition increase.
President McConnell says that
some University programs can be cut
back, but he sees a tuition increase as
a real possibility if the State fails to
come up with ‘ ‘substantial appropria
tions” .
The State will find it difficult to
raise the revenue needed to avert a
tuition increase.
The Legislature faces a financial
crisis. Existing revenue falls some $10
million short of the Governor’s pro
posed budget for all state agencies.
The Governor has already cut the
University’s request for $23.5 million
to $20 million. Without additional
revenue, further cuts in the Univers
ity’s budget can be expected.
A new tax is the obvious solution

to the state’s financial predicament.
But Tuesday’s hearing before the
W ays and Means Committee was not
encouraging. The Governor promised
a veto on any broadbased tax. Strong
hotel and restaurant forces oppose
the meals and lodgings tax which the
Governor favors. The compromise
may be no additional tax at all.
The situation in Concord, accord
ing to President McConnell, “ looks
very bad” .
The situation in Durham looks
worse.
An increase of $150 (a hypotheti
cal figure) would give UNH the dub
ious distinction of having the highest
in-state tuition of any land-grant col
lege in the country. UNH ’s in-state
tuition and required fees would total
$686 per year, $11 more than either
the University of Vermont or the
New York Statutory Colleges whose
top tuition is $675.
'
Faced with this unenviable first, we
join President McConnell in urging
that the State Legislature pass any
reasonable tax proposal.

As A.S.O. business manager, Miss
MacDonald will be responsible for
$129,505 for 18 student organizations.
Miss MacDonald is, under the
present A.S.O. constitution “ an ap
pointee jointly of the Treasurer of the
A.S.O. (Herbert E. Kimball, business
manager of executive enterprises)
and the Dean of Students (C. Robert
Keesey) who will act as agent for
the appointers.”

In short, the description makes Miss
MacDonald sound like a T-Hall pup
pet.
She is not. She is a student hand
ling student money. Students should
have a say in the selection of who
handles their money.
William Beusse, present business
manager of A.S.O., has recommended
a constitutional change that will give
two student representatives, the old
A.S.O. business manager and the
Student Senate President, a voice in
the selection of the new business man
ager.
This change should be instituted.

An Uneventful Vigil
Eighty faculty and students stood
in a straight line facing T-Hall in “ a
vigil for the victims of the war in
Vietnam” yesterday from noon to 1.
Students who left their 11-12 class-

es and walked in front of T-Hall,
looked and went on to lunch. They
returned for their 1 o’clocks an hour
later as the vigil standers disbanded.
That’s the way it should be.
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Hall lounge are dying.
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Spring Dead
Burial Friday
Spring, age adinfinitum, died
yesterHay from a low pressure
system, centered over the Dur
ham area.
Spring was a sea
sonal resident of the UNH cam
pus.
The usual blithe joy accom 
panying Spring's arrival is in
mourning on campus this year.
Skateboards are rusting. Lilacs
are waiting. And blankets sit
folded and ready on beds.
Fishermen are frustrated. And
profusions of bare feet and frisbees won’ t profuse,
T and C
can’ t
count
on its
usual
revenue from popsicles and sun
tan lotions. The College Woods
are deserted now. Study dates
are still in the library.
Survivors include sallow-skin
ned students, occasional warm
days, and a continual forecast
for cloudy, cool weather.
Private burial services will
be held in an undisclosed ce
metery tomorrow. A moment of
silent prayer would be apprecia
ted. In lieu of flowers, plastic
blossoms should be planted at the
donor’ s discretion.

Symposium
Speakers from the University
of Rhode Island and Brown Uni
versity will join two UNH faculty
members in the Fourth Annual
Symposium on philosophy and
religion to be held next Monday
and Wednesday in Murkland Au
ditorium.
The theme of the symposium,
sponsored by the UNH Philosophy
Department and the United P ro
testant Association, will be “ Sub
jectivism
in
Religion
and
Ethics.”

were not taken care of, Eugene
Leaver, Superintendent of P ro
perty, said, “ This is something
worked out between the Housing
Department and the Service De
partment.
I wouldn’ t want to
comment on it.’ ’
“ If we can’ t even keep plants
alive at an agricultural college,
what can we do?’ ’ asked one
Stoke Hall resident.
“ Of course the plants are dy
ing, they don’ t receive enough
oxygen with those doors kept
tightly shut all the time,’ ’ re 
plied one junior, bitterly. He
referred to the fact that the lounge
doors are now locked at night.
“ A Chlorophyll Club should
be formed to aid the janitors
with their work,” said another
male student.

Parents’ Weekend
(Continued from Page 1)
houses at 4:00.
A number of activities will be
in progress throughout the day.
The UNH Horse Show, sponsored
by the UNH Riding Club, will be
held in the ring next to Putnam
Pavilion from 9 a.m. until 5:30
p.m.
From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
there will be a student art ex
hibition at Paul Creative Arts
Center, and photography and stu
dent activities displays at the Me
morial Union.
Mortar Board will sponsor an
art display and sale on the lawn
in front of the faculty lounge at
the library. It will be followed
by an open-air concert at 4 p.m.
In case of rain, these two events
will be held in Richard’ s Audi
torium in Murkland Hall.

Informal Dance
Saturday’ s activities will close
with an informal dance for all
parents, students, and faculty at
the Strafford Room in the Me
morial Union. The dance, be
ginning at 8 p.m. features the
Ruby Newman Orchestra. Re
freshments will be provided!
Edward T. Donovan, profes
sor of mechanical engineering,
will address the Honor’ s Convo
cation to be held Sunday at 2 p.m.
Musical selections will be furn
ished by the University Concert
Band.
The weekend is coordinated by
the Parent’ s Weekend Committee
of the Student Senate. Members
of the committee are chairman
Luba Semezyszyn, Nancy B re
wer, Roger Hill, George Wheeler,
and Gayle Woodman.
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Summer Orientation

Ten Invited to Lecture Series

Program Continues with Changes
By Donna Warmington
“ The
Summer Orientation
Program instituted last year will
continue this summer with a few
modifications,’ ’ stated Elizabeth
A. McQuade, Associate Dean of
Students.
Dean McQuade listed
three
main objectives for Summer O rientation 1967: (1) to provide
more personal, individual attention for the freshmen; (2) to
make it easier for the freshmen to get to know 150 class
mates before they are confronted
with 1500; and (3) to make re 
gistration easier and better.
There will be a series of ten
two-day Orientation sessions for
the estimated enrollment of over
1600 freshmen.
The sessions
will run from Sunday nights to
Tuesday noons, and from Wednesday nights to Friday noons,
This year the first session is
June 1 8 -2 0 .
The last is July
2 3 -2 5 . A p p r o x i m a t e l y 150
freshmen are expected in each
group.
Five student coordinators and

Wuzz-ln Friday
For Benoah Fund
University administrators and
faculty members will stage a
“ Wuzz-In” , tomorrow at 8 p.m.
in Murkland Auditorium, for the
benefit of Steve Benoah.
The show will parody campus
life in a series of skits cover
ing everything from the EPC
report to curfews.
At an auction during intermis
sion, baby pictures of faculty
members, including President
McConnell, Dean McQuade, and
Dean Stevens, will be up for
bids,
Benoah, a foreign exchange stu
dent from Ghana, has been hos
pitalized with a kidney ailment
since November.
He may be
transferred to Massachusetts
General Hospital in Boston by the
end of the month.
Benoah has been waiting for a
kidney transplant since Novem
ber.
The patient ahead of him has
had three unsuccessful trans
plant attempts.
Bills
continue
to
mount
at $3,000 a month.

NEED A HAIRCUT
UNIVERSITY
BARBERSHOP

Ten persons have been ex- oceanography at Scripps Institended invitations by President tution
of
Oceanography
in
McConnell to participate in next LaJolla, California, will be the
ten assistants have been select- campus during the day and r e - year’ s Spaulding Distinguished first speaker in the 1967-68 s e red to work with the administra- turn to Stoke at night for “ bull Lecturers Series.
ies.
tion and faculty in developing sessions on college life in genThose also invited to attend
this summer’ s program,
eral.’ ’
According to Professor Robert' next year include: Senator J.
The coordinators are Jody AnThe reactions of this year’ s Sylvester, chairman of the le c- w . FulbVight Arkansas Demoderson, Beverly Bonner, Sandra freshmen to the program are ture committee, “ The series crat and chairman of the Senate
Duffy, Eliza Hall, and John Rodat. favorable.
Trisha Lorange, a tries to honor the people who Foreign Relations CommitteeThey will schedule meetings, Spanish major in Randall Hall, have made distinguished contri- Andrew Wyeth painter- David
examinations and registration feels summer orientation is butions to the arts, sciences, and Reisman social scientist and
times for each freshman,
worthwhile.
“ We got a lot of letters.’ ’ The invitees were cho- Harvard’ professor-Jaques BarBeverly Bonner, a junior liv - tests out of the way. The first
sen by faculty suggestion. zun Dean of Faculties and P roing in Lord Hall, is returning few days on campus are hectic
The lecturers receive $1000 vost and professor of history at
for her second year as a c o - enough without having to take per lecture from the Spaulding Columbia University; R. Buckordinator.
She feels that the tests.’ ’
Fund, which was created for minster Fuller, Engineer invenmost important advantage of
Trisha was especially glad to this series.
It is a way of tor of the geodesic dome and
summer orientation is “ the more meet other freshmen. “ We talk- “ telling a man that the whole professor at Southern Illinois
personal contact given the fresh- ed about
what our first year academic world is grateful for universitv and Jacaues Cousman.”
would be like,” She said. “ A
his contributions.” teau
The o“ er tS e rsp e a k e rs
She added that, “ Because we
(Continued on Page 4)
Roger Revelle, professor of have not yet been announced.
have worked out the mechanics.
this year’ s orientation will be
able to emphasize the individual
even m ore.” In defining her role
in the program, Bev said, “ I
feel like a big s i s t e r I t ’ s
exciting to meet the freshmen
and see what their reactions
are.
Eliza Hall, also a junior from
Lord, is a new coordinator. She
hopes that the program will “ give
freshmen the chance to realize
that upperclassmen are interest
ed in them.”
The ten assistants will live in
Stoke Hall with the freshmen
and act as Resident Assistants.
Ken Brown, a junior English
literature major, will work off

SUMMER RENTALS

Univ. New Hampshire Students

Furnished Apartments at University Hill

PAUL B. ALLEN '5 8
for
Life & Health
Insurance

THE GUARDIAN LIFE
Insurance Co.
of America

Private Pool for Residents of University Hill
Most Apartments have Thermopane Sliding Doors
Cabinet Kitchens with Formica counters
Serving Students, Alumni,
Faculty, Staff and
Townspeople since 1958

Hardwick coppertone gas range
New Coppertone 10 or 12 cu. ft. Frigidaires

Bus.: 466 Central Ave.,
Dover, N. H.
742-0025

1 Bedroom Furnished

$80.

Res.: 48 Bellamy Road,
Dover, N. H.
742-1642

2 Bedroom Furnished

$85.

Ready for rental from June 15-24 thru Sept. 1

GRANT’S
For Full Meals or Sandwiches

S E A CREST VILLAGE

Magazines and Newspapers
Now on Sale

Model Apts.
Open Daily
Reservations
Now Being
Accepted

A Durham Institution
Since 1916
583
Bruce Grant, Manager

UNH 1949

Circuit

Road

Portsmouth, 436-5713

IMTERSTATg
HOWAftO JOHNSON
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Several UNH Housemothers to
Leave, Speak of Their Years Here
By Donna Warmington
Several
housemothers
are
leaving this semester.
Mrs. Wick of Devine Hall will
teach counseling and mathema
tics in secondary schools next
fall. She takes graduate cours
es in both of these subjects. “ I
am able to practically apply what
I learn in coimseling to the dorm
situation,” she said.
She feels that her main pro
blems are “ too much paperwork
and the difficulty of trying to be
both administrator and counselor
at the same time.”
She feels that she is in a good
position to comment on the pro-;
posed system of no curfews sincO
she is also head of the graduate
wing in Devine. The graduate
women have no curfews.

ous.
Most of the girls in this
dorm are quite academically o r 
iented and work very hard. I
have enjoyed getting to know
them,” she said.
Miss Callow is eager to move
on. “ I love to see the world and
get to know people. I’ m looking
for a job that will tax my abi
lities to the fullest, one I can
get involved in and really feel
that I’ m giving to.” Just what
this job is, she doesn’ t know, but
it may bring her back to Europe
when’ this semester is over.
Mrs. Griswald, a veteran of
eight years, is leaving Alexander
Hall, where she has been Head
Resident since 1959.
“ I will be very sorry to leave
here. I’ ve enjoyed being in Al

exander very much,” says Mrs
Griswald. “ It is especially re
warding when boys who have gra
duated return to visit and write
letters.”
Mrs. Griswald recalls her first
year here as “ very rugged. It
took four wonderful counselors
to help me through it.” Since
then she has noticed some chan
ges in the student body. “ There
seems to' be a better caliber of
students at UNH now than there
was then.
The style of dress
has improved. Boys leaving for
classes are dressed much neat
er than they were 8 years ago.”
Mrs. Griswald may be serv
ing as a house mother for one
of the fraternities on campus
next year.

Sign Out System
“ Some feel that noise will be
a problem with girls coming in
late, but I haven’ t found it to
be so here. I do feel that rather
than each girl receiving her own
key, there should be a sign-out
system so that the head resident
will have some idea of who is
out,” she said.
Miss Callow of Scott Hall is
another Head Resident who will
be leaving at the end of this
sem ester. She is originally from
England and has worked at UNH
for one year.
Her friends consider Miss Cal
low a commuter. She has been
back and forth to Europe sever
al times in the six years she
has been in the United States.
Before coming to UNH she work
ed at New England and Garland
Colleges.

Girls Work Hard
She loves American young peo
ple and has enjoyed her year in
Scott Hall very much. “ Everyone here has been just marvel-

Loans Offered
Foreign Students
International students at UNH
win be offered financial aid by
the Dover Kiwanis Club.
The club has established a loan
fund to provide short-term, in
terest-free loans to international
students enrolled here.
In founding the loan program,
the club is donating $100 with a
recommendation that a similar
contribution be made by the club
over the next three years. UNH
officials said the action by the
Dover club sets a pattern by
which other organizations may
contribute additional funds^
Loans would be provided from
the fund at the discretion of UNH
Foreign Student Advisor Ray
Matheson.
The Dover Kiwanis
Club has designated the program
as the Stephen Benoah Fund, in
honor of the University’ s criti
cally ill Ghanaian student.
Organizations or individuals
interested should contact Math
eson at extension 220 or write
to Financial Aids Director Jane
B. Stearns, Thompson Hall.

A photography exhibit by
Minor White, one of the
world’s leading photographers,
is now in the second floor ex
hibition corridors of Hewitt
Hall.
Mr. White is currently teach
ing creative photography at
M a s s a chusetts Institute of

Technology.
This showing, entitled Se
quence 17” is the last in this
year’s series arranged by the
Department of the Arts.
The exhibit will remain on
view through May 30. Viewing
hours are from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m., Monday through Friday.

DUE TO A P A T H Y . . .
BEYON D OUR CONTROL . . .
W UNH-PM, 9fr3, PRESENTS . . .

“The Student Senate
and the Student Body”

For parading anywhere from Fifth Avenue
to the village green, niceties by John Meyer.
Delightful from Easter all through spring and summery
impeccably tailored, of course.
Miniscule cherry tree print Sunday suit with stands
up collar and subtly shaped jacket In Erinweave,
linen-y blend of rayon and flax $30.00
Underneath goes the jewel-neck sleeveless shell
in Dacron® polyester and cotton $7.00
New interpretation of a classic: Vassarsuit
with stitched-on belt, skirt that hangs flawlessly
from a bias waist, in rayon and acetate $30.00
Tucked shell, also sleeveless, in pima cotton $8.00
A ll in an Easter basketful of colors.
Grace notes in crisp, freesia-white
cotton pique: the little Dome hat $7.00

Orientation Cont. from page 3
few of us wrote to each other
during the summer.
It was
good to see familiar faces when
we returned to campus.”
Jean Davin, a freshman from
Newton, Mass., felt the same
way. “ I didn’ t know anyone be
fore orientation. In September
I knew some people,” she said.

Monday, May 15
6:30 - 7:30

College
BRAD MclNTIRE
Diarhfian, N«w Hampshire

THUESDAY, the new Hampshire

Honors Convocation
To be Held Sunday
The University will confer hon
orary degrees on three New
Hampshire
residents at the
Honors Convocation this Sunday.
President John W. McConnell
said early this week that the
degrees will be awarded to P rof
essor Robert William Manton of
Durham, Rae Shepard Laraba of
Portsmouth, and Arthur W. Mc
Daniel of Nottingham for dis
tinctive service to the people of
New Hampshire in fields associa
ted with education.
Mr. Manton, professor em eri
tus of music at UNH since his
retirement from the faculty in
1964, will be presented an honor
ary Doctor of Music degree.
A member of the University’ s
music faculty for 41 years, he
is also being honored for his
original contributions to Ameri
can music. Professor Manton is
a 1918 graduate of Harvard.
An honorary Master of Law
degree will be conferred on Mr.

may

Deborah MacDonald, a junior
business administration major,
has been elected ASO Business
Manager for 1967-68. Elected
by the ASO board last Thurs
day,
she
succeeds William
Beusse.
As Business Manager, she will
handle finances for 18 campus
organizations, including Student
Senate, the new hampshire, the
Granite, and MUSO.
Debbie, a petite blue-eyed r e 
sident of McLaughlin, said she
“ applied for the position because
I was interested in working with
business.’ ’
Her other credentials include
being treasurer of the Student
Senate, chairman of the Joint
Senate ASO Budget Review Com
mittee, and Chairman for the
Bill Cosby Concert.
Anyone interested in bein^ a
salaried
secretary for ASO
should contact Debbie at exten
sion 410.

Laraba, secretary of the New
Hampshire Judicial Council since
1945. Mr. Laraba’ s long record
of public service includes three
terms in the State Legislature,
and service from 1951-53 as
state public utilities com m is
sioner.
He also devised and helped
to spearhead legislation which
brought the district court sys
tem into being in New Hamp
shire.
Mr. McDaniel, who will r e 
ceive an honorary Master of
Agricultural Science degree, is
a former member of the State
Legislature, an officer in both
the Grange and the Farm Bur
eau, and a long time supporter
of the University.
He donated several hundred
acres of woodland and shoreline
that is now used extensively by
the University’ s Forestry and be held in Snively Arena at 2
Recreation Departments.
p.m. Sunday, May 14, and is
The Honors Convocation will open to the public.
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The Lady
With the $

Picture Frames for
Certificates, Composites, and Diplomas
Black, Gold, and Silver
Custom Framing

HARDWARE HOUSE

Honor Society

Phi Kappa Phi Admits Sixty-Eight New Members
Sixty-eight UNH students have
been elected to the local chapter
of Phi Kappa Phi, a national
honor society.
They were elected for super
ior scholarship in all fields of
study. Electees must be in the
top ten per cent of their class.
New members of the Phi Kappa
Phi society tbis year include:
Richard Barker, James C lowers,
John Grimes, Jimmy Sharpe,
Wendie David, Verena Haas, Ca
rol Rand, Dorothy Pettit, Ursula
Morin, Jeffrey Stamps, Joane
Wakefield, Ann Holmes and Sally

Willard.
Also, James Garvin, Paula Latos, Richard Tappan, Michale
Boronski, Barbara Larsen, Ri
chard Griffen, Sandra Hoexter,
Gloria Bednarczyk, Diane Mar
vin, Sharon Ringe, Nancy Brewer,
Carolyn
Gorski, and Ernest
Gault.
Also, David Rodriguez, Martha
Jefferson, Judith Regnell, Mary
Avery, Meri Jule, Joan Barrett,
Stephen Habif, Michael Malcom,
Linda Marchand, Gloria Martin,
Janet Matheson, MaryNadon, Be
verly Bonner, Johanne Coulter,

Gerald Forsythe, Jr., William
Krauss, Jr., Marie LeFrance,
Karla Marois, Judith Turner,
Emily Webster, and Richard
Whitney.
Also, Paula Benoit, Janice
Campbell, Jeannie Goodwin, Ro
bert Hamlin, Valerie Heinzemann, Nancy Jaquith, Nancy Kinderson, Diane Ledew, Ruthanne
Lorenzo, Gerald Ringes and Ro
bert Venes.

The Age of Goeth’ Featured
A t German Summer School Here
University of Tubingen cla ssics professor and form er G erman Minister of Education and
Cultural Affairs will teach at the
German Summer School of the
Atlantic here during July and
August.
Dr. Gerhard Storz, now pre
sident of the Academy for Lan
guage and Literature, will con
duct seminars on “ The Age of
Goethe.’ ’
He will join a 10-member fa
culty from Germany, the Uni
versity of Maine, and UNH, and
approximately 75 advanced Ger
man students from across the
country.
Participants will eat
and live together, and will spieak
only German during the session.
The program, established by
the UNH Department of Russian
and German, has the aid of the
Goethe Institute of Munich, a
world-wide organization to en-

courage interest in the language,
and culture of the country. This
will loan a 3,000-volume library
and a complete range of audio
visual equipment for the program.

opposite the Theater
L A J U U U U U U U U U U t A J liU U J U U U U U U U U L ^ ^

S > u iA jd :> F o o J iu is iv L a u ^

Cd%'^5 M o/i:

U 'q u u E r t -

Sondy - Carl Bakery
9 0 Main St.

A

Deborah McDonald, the ASO
Business Manager for 1967-68,
watches present manager Will
iam Beusse explain how to
handle the finances for 18
campus organizations.
(Photo by Reeves)

868-2145

O b’

Birthday Cakes and

Specialties on Order
Breakfast
Lunch

n aS t^ L iq o M . Itfte A id . (M A A isftx .jy ji cuoMLe.

Dinner
(lU -cI l (SA m .cru m sh d ox |o£ uA-

6 ajn. to 6 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.

l i quor ,

Co l t
B O X
IDEAL CAR for student — 1961 Chevrolet, 6-cylinder
Standard Shift, excellent tires. $450. Contact Roger Wells
at Phi Mu Delta, 868-7710.

IlO O

B A ir r o ,,H P ,

2 ( 205 ;

O F F E R V O lp W H E R E " P R O H IftlTB C ? B V L A W

BUSY BEE HOUSE CLEANING SERVICE
Cleaning of all types. Paint washed, floors washed and
Waxed, etc. Opening of summer homes. Tel. 692-3815.
KNITTED ARTICLES Finished, Repaired, or Altered.
Irene Leclerc, 24 Drew Road, Somersworth 692-4937.
WAITRESSES for summer season at lake resort Class
A restaurant. Write Box 183, Weirs Beach, N. H.

NOW OPEN
SENIORS
Teaching opportunities for
beginners in private inde
pendent schools. Education
courses not prerequisite.
SCHOOL SERVICE
BUREAU
Post Office Box 278
^md^ior, Connecticut

ABBIE'S
ITALIAN SANDWKH SHOP
Hot & Cold
Formerly Dante’s o f Durham
Open 6 -10:30
Phone 742-0062
Call in Order — No Waiting When you Arrive
Comer of School and Main Street
(next to Buck’s Cafe) — Dover

cS ^

© T he National Brewing Co. of Balto., Md. at Balto., Md.
also Phoenix • Miami • Detroit
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She called it her “ burning”
poem. And it was. It helped
ignite a flame of opposition to
child labor throughout America.
“ My quatrain was literally
true,” Sarah N. Cleghorn said.
“ The mill I wrote about actually
stood in the midst of a golf
course.”
Today the American people
owe a debt to people like Sarah
N. Cleghorn and Lewis Hine, the
photographer. Without her, one

THURSDAY, the new Hampshire

writer said, “ the history of the
United States would have been a
different thing.” Hine’s
photography, showing children
working when they should have
been in school, “ was more
responsible,” the National Child
Labor Committee said, “ than all
other efforts in bringing the need
to public attention.”

may
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We, the 450,000 members of
the International Ladies’
Garment Workers’ Union, are
proud of Sarah N. Cleghorn and
Lewis Hine. W e are also proud
of our union which has taken a
leading part in the campaign to
outlaw child labor and to
improve wages and working
conditions.
Our signature is the union
label, sewn into women’s and
children’s clothing. It is a symbol
of progress made; and more
progress to come.

Send for 64-page publica
tion with many historic photos.
Just examine your wardrobe,
find an
IL G W U label,
snip it and send
it t o : Radio City
Station, Box 583,
New York,
N.Y. 10019,

DeptHA-5
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OnCaiqns

t^icSiialman

(B y the author o f “ Rally Round the Flag, B o y s!” ,
“ Dobie Gillis,” etc.)

H OW TO GET A’ S
IN A LL YO U R FINAL EXAMS

i, „

\
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The New England Center for Continuing Education has com
pleted renovations on the old Lambda Chi Fraternity house. The
new Administration building has over 30 offices, half of which
are occupied by the New England Center staff. The reception
area shown above opens onto a courtyard. The Center will be
open to the public this Saturday from 10 a.m. to 1 pjn.

New England
Center
From Steer to T-Bone

UNH Students Butcher Animals
By Ben Morong
Have you ever watched a live
steer become rib roasts and T bone steaks? In Animal Scien
ces 504, students change the
animals from pasture creatures
into marketable retail meat cuts.
The UNH bulletin’ s descrip
tion of courses calls the cour
se “ Meat and Its Products - slaughtering, meat cutting, cur
ing, and identification of cu ts. . . ”
But the course is more than an
exposition on cuts of meat and
how to get them.
Associate P rofessor Gerald L.
Smith of the Department of Ani
mal Sciences has been teaching
the course for approximately 15
years. He doubts that many of
his students are destined to be
come meat cutters.
The primary purpose of the
course is to show as many people
as possible the amount and kind
of work necessary to get a meat
cut to t^.c counter. According to
Smith, “ The course gives an
appreciation that someone has
to do that type of work.”

Room Schedules

The classes are made up large
ly of students from the Animal
Sciences department, from Hotel
Administration, and from the
Home Economics Department.
The course is only one of many
taken by agricultural students
about animals.
However, Hotel Administration
students focus more on quan
tity cuts^ of meat than other as
pects o f animal science, since in
the future they may be buying
meats wholesale for hotel chains.
Home Economics students are
prim arily
interested
in the
source of the meat they cook,
although everyone in the course
is supposed to be able to identify
individual cuts of meat by the
end of the semester.
According to Smith, about two
dozen students are taking the

course. Students attend two le c
tures and one of the two labs
each week.
Holding two labs
reduces the number of students
in each section so each person
can better see what’ s going on,
and take part in as much of the
work as possible.
Smith’ s concern for his course
is shown by the amount of time
he spends in labs, which runs
from 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.jn. and
from 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. How
ever, Smith occasionally has
stayed in lab as late as until
7 p.m. working overtime with
students.
Not only men are enrolled in
the course. According to Smith,
“ An average of 20 per cent
girls is about normal, and they’ re
not any more squeamish than the
boys in the class.”

TSA to Graduate 74,
McConnell to Address Class
Seventy-four students will be
graduated from the Thompson
School o f Applied Science to
morrow at 2 p.m. in New Hamp
shire Hall.

President John McConnell will
address the graduating class in a
Time and Room Schedules for speech, “ A Slick of Oil and the
next semester will be available Spread of Knowledge” .
in the Registrar’ s office on Mon
Graduates receiving honors
day, May 15.
are Francis Harshman, Jr., Rus
The pre-registration period
will begin at that time.
The Registrar’ s Office antici
Meet Your Friends
pates that final registration pro
cedures will be conducted by mail
at
prior to the opening of school.
Students are asked to provide the
office with an accurate summer
address.

sell Higgins, Richard H. Moore,
Marvin Murray, Bruce Parliman,
Brian Towne, Robert Vincent,
Jr., and Stephen Wheeler.

Available Monday

Lo Cuntiuo

Stop by this week

DEAN
SUMMERSESSION
JUNE 25-AUGUST 5

All courses offered for credit.
For Catalog call 5 28 -9 100 or write:

For a Wide Selection of
MOTHER’S DAY GIFTS

See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for
instance, came after Columbus’s discovery o f Am erica?
The Boston Tea Party, o f course. Try th is :

In nineteen hundred sixty seven
Personna Blades make shaving heaven.

be happy to help you pick the special

RED CARPET

Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred ninety two.

(N O T E : The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor
until 1801 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland for
Alaska and two line backers.)
But I digress. Let’s get back to mnemonics. Like th is :

“ W e know what she’d like and we’d

at the

But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which
are nothing more than aids to memory —little jingles to
help you remember names, dates, and places. For example:

Samuel Adams flang the tea
Into the briny Zuyder Zee.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gift.”

In today’s column, the last o f the school year, I don’t
intend to be funny. (I have achieved this objective many
times throughout the year, but this time it’s on purpose.)
The hour is wrong fo r levity. Final exams are looming.
Have you got a chance ? I say y e s ! I say America did
not become the world’s foremost producer o f stove bolts
and cotter pins by running away from a figh t!
You will pass your finals! H ow ? By studying. H ow? By
learning mnemonics.
Mnemonics, the science o f memory aids, was, as we all
know, invented by the great Greek philosopher Mnemon
in 526 B.C. (This, incidentally, was only one o f the inven
tions o f this fertile Athenian. He also invented the house
cat, the opposing thumb, and, most important, the stair
case. Before the staircase people were forced willy-nilly
to live out their lives on the ground floor, and many grew
cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected
Consul o f Athens six times but never served because he
was unable to get up to the office o f the Commissioner o f
Oaths on the third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon’s
staircase, Demosthenes got to the third floor easy as pie
—to Athens’ sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his
temper shortened by years o f confinement to the ground
floor, soon embroiled his countrymen in a series o f sense
less wars w ith the Medes, the Persians, and the Los
Angeles Rams. This later became known as the Missouri
Compromise.)

Adolescent Psychology
C alculus
Child Psychology
Com position & Literature
Contem porary European History
Drama
Elem entary Accounting
Elem ents of Sociology
Fundam ental M athem atics
General Biology
General Chem istry
General Psychology
Intensive S p a n ish
Introductory A nalysis
Introductory Mathem atics
Major British Writers
Modern R u ssia
Principies of Econom ics
The Short Story
Theater W orkshop
Western Civilization

Richard C. Ferris, Dir. of Adm.
Dean Junior College
Franklin, Massachusetts 02038

I mention Personna because the makers o f Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades are the sponsors o f this
column. I f I may get a little misty in this, the final column
o f the school year, may I say it’s been a pleasure working
fo r Personna? May I say further that it’s been an even
greater pleasure w orkin g fo r you, the undergrads o f
Am erica? You’ve been a most satisfactory audience, and
I’m going to miss you this summer. In fact, I’d ask you
all to come visit me except there is no access to my room.
The makers o f Personna, after I missed several deadlines,
walled me in. I have no doors or windows—only a mail slot.
I slip the columns out; they slip in Personnas and such
food as can go through a mail slot. (F or the past six
months I’ve been living on after dinner mints.)
I am only having my little joke. The makers o f Personna
have not walled me in, for they are good and true and
gleaming and constant —as good and true and gleaming
and constant as the blades they make—and I wish to state
publicly that I will always hold them in the highest esteem,
no matter how my suit fo r back wages comes out.
And so, to close the year, I give you one last m nem onic:

Study hard and pass with honors,
And always shave with good Personnors!
♦

*

♦

© 1 9 6 7 , Max Shulman

Personna and Personna’s partner in luxury shaving^
Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, have enjoyed bringing you another year o f Max’s uncensored and uninhib
ited column. We thank you for supporting our products;
we wish you luck in your exams and in all your other
enterprises.
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STATEMENT OF ONE HUNDRED AND FOUR

WE AS MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
WISH TO JOIN WITH M ANY OF
OUR FELLOW AMERICANS IN A

DECLARATION OF CONSCIENCE
AGAINST AMERICAN PARTICIPATION

IN THE W AR IN VIET NAM
The Arts
Dirk Bach
James A . Fasanelli
John W . Hatch

Botany
Albion R. Hodgdon
Richard W . Schreiber

Business Administration
(Whittemore School)
Allan R. Cohen
Herman Gadon
Dwight R. Ladd
Rob
D. Willits

Richard Pevear
Hugh Potter
Jean Sanborn
Howard Schultz
David V . Sidall
Julian Smith
James T. Sullivan
Penelope van Duym
Matthew von Baeyer
R. G. Webster
Thomas Williams
John Yount

Economics
(Whittemore School)
Allan J. Braff
John Donovan
Manley R. Irwin
John Korbel
Sam Rosen
James H. Schulz
Dwayne Wrightsman

Education
Carleton Menge
Phillip E. Northway

English
George Barr
Garrett Chitwood
G. Harris Daggett
Nancy Deane
Peter R. Keville

Mechanical Engineering
William Mosberg
Douglas M. Norris, Jr.

French and Italian
Louis J. Hudon
Grover E. Marshall
Vlasta Polich
Samuel E. Stokes

Chemistry
Charles V. Berney

Daniel J. Heisey
R. O. Kimball
Phil Locke
Eric Nordgren
James Radlow
Shepley Ross
Robert J. Silverman
William 0* W itthoft

Geology and Geography
Cecil J. Schneer
Herbert Tischler

Music

Raymond L. Erickson
Peter S. Fem ald
Gordon Haaland
George M. Haselrud
Ralph Sibley
Norman L. Thompson

Resource Economics
J. R. Bowring
Robert L. Christensen
Robert H. Forste
George E. Frick
Nelson L. LeRay
Silas B. W eeks

Keith Polk

Sociology

Philosophy
Paul Brockelman
R. V . Dusek
Howard Press
R. P. Sylvester

Richard Dewey
Richard Ingersoll
Solomon Poll

Spanish and Classics
German and Russian
Alfredo Cappon
Ursula D. Lawson
Hermann W . Reske

History
Robert M. Isherwood
William R. Jones
Jane Martin

Physics

W . Scott Johnson

Robert Jenkins
Mark P. Klein
Robert H. Lambert
P. A . Lavakare
Lyman Mower
John E. Mulhem
George H. Mullen
R. E. Simpson

John R. Cox

Mathematics
William E. Bonnice

Sponsored by the Ad-Hoc Faculty
Committee against the war in
Viet Nam

William O. Gilsdorf
Marianne H. Jaffe
Judith Rosenbaum
M. P. Wakstein

Library

Political Science
Hotel Administration
(Whittemore School)

Speech and Drama

Robert B. Dishman
Erwin A . Jaffe
Frederic W . Wurzburg

Lillian L. Cook
Robert Dysinger
Elizabeth Hepler
Hugh Pritchard
Donald Vincent

Psychology
Robert G. Congdon
Thomas E. Dubois

Chaplains
Joseph Axenroth

For further information
Call Rev. Joseph B. Axenroth
Ext. 515
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New Buildings and Additions

Planned Construction to Cost 4.5 Million
Over $4.5 million will be spent ment of Stoke Hall, to be moved tion will cost approximately $2.9
on campus construction over the back to Murkland.
million.
next two years.
A portion of the department of
Part n of the proposed capi
A new social science center education located in the basement tal budget of the University for
is scheduled for completion by of Saint Thomas More Church the next biennium requests $1.3
March of 1968. The $1.5 mil will also be moved into the new million for an addition to the
MUB, $3.1 million for a re si
lion building will cover 49,500 addition.
Additional construction to P ar dence hall complex to house 450
square feet and will house the
government, history, and socio sons Hall is planned to include students, and $1.3 million for
the departments of geology, geo construction of a new dining faci
logy departments.
graphy, and soil and water lity to accommodate 1200 - 1300
Bidding will begin soon for science. This Phase II construc students.
construction of a 5 or 6 -story
addition to the library.
The
mm
MON. - TUE. - & THURS. at 8:06
new addition will cost nearly
N ib W
WEDNESDAYS at 2.00 and 8:00
$2 million. Also up for bid is
KWy vw
FRIDAYS
at 7:00 and 9:20
a new building for the Thompson
Playing
SATURDAYS at 2:00 - 7:00 and 9:20
School of Applied Sciences, to
3rd Week SUNDAYS at 2:00 - 5:30 and 8:00
be located near Putnam Pavilion.
W IN N E R O F
ACADEM Y
AW ARDS

In the planning stage is a $1.1
million addition to Nesmith Hall
which will house part of the de
partment of animad sciences and
the library of the College of
Agriculture.

Expanding

These cranes have become a
familiar sight cn campus and
they are likely to remain a
part of the UNH landscape for
the next two years.

Expansion of Paul Creative
Arts Center will provide space
for the speech section of the de
partment of speech and drama
and for the department of music.
The cost of this expansion is
$497,000.

Committee of Responsibility
mm /
OM* M.
H o f l l Vietnamese
f
l
l
To nHelp
irip If
r ll l r l lAH l f f l M lC Children
VflllUlCrII
The local movement of the
Committee of Responsibility to
Save War-Burned and War-Injured Children announced that
they hope to raise $3000 to con
tribute to the national com m it
tee’ s goal of $3 million.
A fund drive is planned for
next fall and will cover the whole
Durham area, not just the UNH
community.
Pam White, a UNH sophomore
who ^'^'ads the group, said, “ Im
mediate plans are to increase
people’ s awareness of the pro
blem and to let them know that
something can be done about it.’ ’
The committee’ s aim is to
bring small groups of Vietnamese
children who have been badly
burned and disfigured by napalm
or otherwise injured as a result
of the war to the United States
for treatment.
Many of these children require
plastic surgery and prosthetic
treatment which are not avail
able in Vietnam.
Each group
will be accompanied by a Viet
namese adult who will remain
with the children during their
treatment.
“ The committee is in no way
a political or protest movement,’ ’
said Pete Harris, a sophomore
committee member.
“ It is a
group of interested people who
ca re.’ ’
An open meeting of all who
are concerned and would like to
take part in this movement has
been planned for next fall.
The national committee in
cludes such eminent men as

6

Plans to locate the offices of
the Dean of the College of L iberal Arts in Murkland necesf
sitate alterations to Murkland
Alterations
totalling
Dr. Albert Sabin, developer of $100,000 will also allow a part
the oral polio vaccine, and Dr. of the department of foreign lanBenjamin Spock, noted pediatri- guages, now housed in the baseclan

Including Best Actor Aiidf

OFIYEM!

AMAN
FOR ALL
SEASONS
M. LOCW’S

PORTSM OUTH

aimii!!i

Next
Attraction

CASINO ROYAL

JJ

Professional Drivers’ School of New Hampshire
Licensed by Commissioner of Motor Vehicles
Individual driving instructions by appointment.
John Belcher, 11 Madbury Rd., Durham 868-5360
PAUL’S USED
FURNITURE
We buy and sell used Furni
ture, antiques, collector” s
items, and some junque.
Rochester Road, Rte. 16,
Somersworth, N. H. Tele
phone 742-1791.

Relax at
BUCK’S CAFE
Dover

tuition
w orries?
End then aH
__
by selling Ice
Cream this summer from a prof
it-proven mobile ice cream
truck. You’re on your own with
a complete money-making pro
gram.

Free to
N. Hampshire

Students

For further inform ation or a d escriptive
b ro ch u re, c a ll or write:

M ANLEY CO LO N IAL
A S u b s id ia r y o f H . P. H o o d a n d Sons
492 Rutherford Ave. (re a r),
Boston, Moss. 02129
(617) 242-5300

COLLEGE CORNER
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI with Meat Balls
or Veal Cutlets, Rolls aiid Butter
$ 1.00
HOT PASTROMI SANDWICH with Cole Slaw
and French Fries
$.95
MICHAUD BUS TERMINAL
INFORMATION AVAILABLE

25<Pto others
A new booklet, published by a
non-profit edudational founda
tion, tells which career field lets
you make the best use of all
your college training, including
liberal-arts cou rses^ w h ich
career field offers 100,000 new
jobs every year —which career
field produces niore corporation
presidents than any other—what
starting salary you can expect.
Just send this ad with your name
and address. T h is 2 4-pa ge,
career-guide booklet, "Oppor
tunities in Selling,” will be
mailed to you. No cost or obli
gation. Address: Council on Op
portunities, 550 Fifth Ave.,New
York 36, N. Y.,

When you can^t afford to be dull
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz
N o D o z keep alert tablets or new chewable mints,
safe as coffee, help bring you
back to your mental best.. . help
you become more alert to the
people and conditions around
you. Non-habit forming.
While studying, or after hours,
sh a rp e n yo u r wits with NoDoz.
Tablets or new Chewable Mints
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Europe for $ 6 0 0

Winnie Boughton Tells of Hostelling Through Europe
By Janice Harayda
For anyone who would like to
see Europe this summer but
thinks he can’ t afford it, Ameri
can Youth Hostels, Inc., may be
a dream come true.
A month abroad with the hos
tel service costs $600. A ccord
ing to Winnie Boughton, a UNH
sophomore who took one of the
tours in August, 1964, the sum
mer is especially enjoyable be
cause the tourist travels with
other students his age, bicycling
throughout England and the Con
tinent and staying in designated
low-rate lodgings.
“ I sent away for material from
the hostel program ," the brown
haired sociology major explain
ed, "and as soon as I read it,
I decided immediately that I had
to g o ."
She was accepted for the pro
gram after submitting a detailed
application, including such items
as why she wanted to go and
what contributions she felt that
she could make to the group.
" I started a program to get in
shape as soon as I heard that
I had been chosen," she said.
" I began by riding my bike ten
miles a day, then I practiced
speed riding. Eventually I worked
up to day trips of 40 or 50 miles
a day, with full packs on my bik e."

Hotel Like Smith Hall
In the beginning of August,
she and about 150 other students
from all over the country as
sembled in New York, staying
for a day and a night in a hotel
Miss Boughton described as
"kind of like Smith H all."
She admitted she wasn’ t com 
pletely happy about the thought of
the trip.
" I was lonesome in
New York, and frightened, too,
but I met one girl from South
Carolina who felt exactly the
same way, and that made me
feel better," she said.
American Youth Hostels char
ters planes for its groups, but
they are far from first-class
transportation. She laughed as
she recalled the plane ride, won
dering if it was a preview of
what the rest of the trip would
be like.
"D o you believe that we flew
by SATURN airlines?" the viva
cious Dean’ s List student asked.
" I think the DC-7 had about
two propellers, and something
went wrong with one of them on
the way over. You couldn’ t hear
a thing — except noise, noise,
n oise!"
How much baggage did she take
with her?
"L o o k ," she said
indicating to small khaki saddle
bags.
" I had twelve pounds
of clothing and equipment - - and
it was all in those. Even though
I took a minimum of clothing,
I started throwing away excess
clothing after about a week on
the road."

Covered Wagons

covered wagon; every so often you
take out all your excess gear
and throw it away." The first
things to go were an extra pair
of sneakers, and a bicycle tire
pump.
London was the point of de
parture, and from there the group
went
to Belgium, Germany,
France, and Switzerland. The
students traveling with Miss
Boughton were from New Jersey,
Virginia, Delaware, South Carol
ina, and California, and "m ost
of them were rich ."
She believes the latter fact
accounts for some of the dis
sension that sprang up at var
ious points on the trip. "M ost
of them came from cities and
were u pper-class," she said.
" T o them, it was their first
experience in ‘ roughing it,’ but
to me it was just an extension
of what I’ d been doing all my
life ."
"Roughing it " to the American
Youth Hostelers consisted of eat
ing and sleeping in lodgings
called hostels, that had little, if
any hot water, occasional cock
roaches, and two bedrooms: one
for males and one for females,
with one long bed stretched out
along the floor for all of the
room’ s occupants.

Lady Wrestlers
Miss Boughton added with a
grin, "W e cycled so far each
day that by the end of the trip,
all of the girls looked like lean
and muscle-bound lady wrest
le r s ."
"W e got up at around seven
each morning, but we were awak
ened in many different ways.
Sometimes the hostel managers
blew horns or rang bells. Once,
a man went arovind with a gui
tar and sang to get us up. At
other places they played bag
pipes, and in Germany a voice
blared ‘ Achtungl’ over the loud
speaker."
For breakfast they had huge
bowls filled with coffee ("It was
horrendous! I don’ t know what
they put in it, but I’ m sure it
wasn’ t coffee beans.’ ’ ), large
quantities of black and white
bread, hunks of cheese, one piece
of butter, and a big piece of cho
colate. Thi s was " standard youth
hostel breakfast food" every
where they went.

for the night. After dinner, which
was basically a soup made of
"everything that grew ," the hos
telers usually gathered in a huge
"com m on room " for singing to a
guitar and conversation.
"T h e most valuable part of
the trip was the friendships,"
she said. "Through things like
sitting around a fire singing,
you meet many people. It’ s no
trouble at all to get to know
them."
Nor was it any trouble for the
group to meet others in large
cities on a day of sightseeing.
"T h is doesn’ t sound r e a l," she
admitted, "but we’ d have dis
cussions for as long as ten min
utes with people whose language
we didn’ t know, and who didn’ t
know English.
I had a little American flag
I’ d pull out of my pocket, and

American-Crazy
"T h ey went crazy over every
thing that was A m erican," she
added. " I gave a pen that said
‘ Warner’ s Variety Store’ to some
German boys, and they went wild
over it. They loved socks, too;
you know, the white wool kind
with the stripe around the top. I
traded two pairs of them in Ger
many."
Winnie Boughton reminisces
Her favorite country was Switz about her summer spent host- erland, where the group stayed eling around Europe on a hiin Murren, part of the highest cycle*
village in the tiny country. "W a
(Photo by Nesbitt)
rode a lot in the A lp s," she
said. "But that was dangerous.
One girl in another party was
killed by riding around a moun
tain on a bicycle with faulty
(Continued on page 13)

Huge discounts
with the
International
Student ID Card

Student Opinion Computerized
Mixed Feelings Over Project
IBM has finally reached pro cational Resources. C a r 1e n e
Carey, the chairman, estimates
fessors.
The discovery that professors that 4000 copes of "E x p lo re "
have been reduced to individual will be offered for sale at a
numbers is just one of the side nominal charge to cover expen
lights of the course question ses.
Student response has been mix
naires being distributed this
ed.
Although many feel the
week.
initial idea is good, some feel
The
15 - question - a n s w e r that the questionnaire falls short
sheets are being distributed in of its aims.
" I want a chance to express
all classes except physical edu
cation and graduate cou rses.C o my own feelings," said one girl.
operation from faculty members "Instead, I have to cater to a
answer
sheet
has been highly favorable with machine-read
only one professor refusing to which leaves no room for indi
vidual opinions."
distribute the forms.
Another termed the question
The freshman class will co l
lect the sheets, which will be naire "vague, ambiguous and
computer processed with the help misleading."
On the whole, student reac
of Robert Hart of the Bureau
of Educational Testing.
The tion is favorable. As one sen
data will be organized and print ior pointed out, "T h e whole pro
ed in a course commentary, ject could serve to lessen the
drop-add procedures those first
"E x p lo re ".
The project is being conducted few hectic days. It’ s too bad I
by the Senate Committee on Edu won’ t get a chance to use it ."

NOW IN STOCK
both regular and

Be-In Picnics
"W e ate lunch on the road ,"
she continued. "W e had fantas
tic be-in picnics always accom 
panied by gallons of wine. We’ d
sit around a statue in the park
and observe the natives, and
they would gaperightbackatus."
At about five o’ clock each day,
they would check into a hostel

they would start yelling ‘ Am eri
ca! Am erica!’ and jump up and
down."

professional
FRISBEES AT

and now...

Air travel throughout Europe, Israel
at 60% less. Same huge savings on
accommodations, adm issions, etc.
The ID Card is a m ust for every
traveling student.

The O fficial Student Guide
to Europe
Lists student hotels, restaurants,
discounts, local tours, and complete
routes, schedules, prices of student
flights, trains, etc. An essential com
panion to the ID Card. $1.95

Also
4-Day $31 Expo ’67 Xour
Includes 4 nights’ accommodation, 4
breakfasts, 3 Expo passes, a French
d inn er, and s ig h ts e e in g tour of
Montreal.
U.S. National Student Assn., Dept. CP
265 Madison Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10016
Please send info on ID Card □ The
Official Guide (payment enclosed) □
Details on Expo '67. □
Name________________ ^___________
Address.
City____

-State.

USNSA is non-profit for studonts.
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C O R A L
A NEW AFTER SHAVE & CO LO GNE

PRICE’S

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
For one male or female, performing

She described their cycling
"lik e going across country in a

general oifice duties in office of local

Paras Pizza House

ing some payroll and cost accounting.

construction company. W ill also be do

513 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.

W e are primarily interested in per
son with capabilities for above, how

Open —

Mon.-Thnrs. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

ever

additional

experience

drawing

simple plans would be desirable.

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
Sun.

12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-9829

Send resume to P. O. Box 395, Dur
ham, N. H.

AFTER SHAVE from $2.50
CO LO G N E from $3.00
SWANK Inc.-Sole Distributor
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Student Advisor She’s Going to Miami
Interviews Held To Compete for Title

“ Interviews with next year’ s
student advisors are being held
this week,’ ’ stated Mary May
ers, a member of the student
advisor
co-ordinating
com
mittee.
Other members include Sue
Robinson and Bill Henabray.
The student advisor program,
under the direction of Claire
Wright,
University Academic
Counselor,
relieves advising
pressure on faculty by assign
ing each student advisor 10 li
beral arts advisees.
Interviews for applicants are
being held this week. Applica
tions may be picked up at the
Memorial Union reception desk.

Jennifer Brown, a JNH sophomore, is flying to Miami on
Friday to compete for the title
of “ Miss U.S.A.’ ’
The 20-year-old elementary
education major, was chosen
“ Miss New Hampshire Universe’ ’
in
competition
at
UNH on May 5. The Miss U.S.A.
pageant is part of the “ Miss
Universe Pageant.’ ’
Jenny is Quill Chairman for
Alpha Xi Delta sorority and has
been a member of Angel Flight
and a Sophomore Sphinx. The
Dean’ s List student has a cumulative average of 3.8. Jenny,
who makes most of her own

clothes, says swimming is her
favorite sport. She is also running for National College Queen,
The Miss U.S.A. pageant, to be
televised on CBS May 20, will
show all 50 contestants in a
state costume. Jenny will appear as a New Hampshire skier.
Fifteen semi-finalists will be chosen during the week before the
televised pageant.
During her week-long visit in
Florida, she will present a gift
from the state of New Hampshire to the Mayor of Miami,
and a set of keys from Mayor
Roland Vallee of Manchester to
the Mayor of Miami Beach.

Transportation -Problems

Students Isolated in Durham
By Ike Shepard
“ There is a definite trans
portation problem for people here
in Durham who don’ t own ca rs,’ ’
said Paul Alperen, a senior,
“ There is no inter-city trans
portation. If you want to go to
Dover you have to bum. The
train schedule is irregular and
there are no buses to Rochester
or Concord.
“ If you have a car,’ ’ the stu
dent teacher continued, “ there
isn’ t any place to put it.
I
personally feel they ought to
rip up Main Street and make it
into a parking lot.’ ’
Since the majority of the 20
persons interviewed lack cars,
they must thumb, ride with a
friend, or rely on the buses or
train.
“ There is a real transporta
tion problem in Durham,’ ’ said
junior Peter Barili, “ there are
never enough rides to the Cat.”
“ There ought to be local bus
es to Portsmouth and Dover,”
said
sophomore
Jack
Mc
Cormick, “ at least an ox cart
or something.”
“ There is no bus service to
Nashua, my hometown,” con
tinued McCormick. “ That’ s why
I bought a car.
I would ride
the bus if it was available and
if I didn’ t have to sit in the back.”

“ There ought to be bus se r
vice to Route #1,” McCormick
added.
“ I go to the Wrens’
Nest Motel about once a month;
I suppose that doesn’ t count
though.
For $6 you can’ t beat
the Wrens’ Nest. You get free
ice and a pretty nice TV.”
“ I never get to Boston,” said
junior Judy Doyle. “ I have no
transportation, no money, and
no one to go with.”
“ Not only is there no place
to go,” said freshman Chris
Keller, “ but there isn’ t any way
to get there.”
“ We have a transportation pro
blem but it is no worse than
that of any other campus school,”
said Joe Tucker. “ We are an
out-of-the-way place. City col
leges have a transportation sys
tem around them that they can
take advantage of.”
“ There is no way out of this
rat-trap,” said Sue Betz. “ Here
we are out in the middle of
nowhere, and there Is no way to
get anywhere else. The problem
is especially acute for girls since
most of us don’ t have cars and
aren’ t supposed to thumb.”
Not everyone agreed that Durhas has a transportation pro
blem.
One senior said that he would
not consider riding a bus to
Boston.
“ Do you realize that

Horse Show

CRIA to Hold Concert

A 13-division Class C horse
show is being sponsored by the
UNH Riding Club on Saturday,
beginning at 9 a.m.
The event is recognized by
both the New Hampshire Horse
and Trail Association and the
New England Horseman’ s Coun
cil.
Two challenge trophies are be
ing offered in the Morgan divi
sion. The trophies are the Gov
ernor’ s and one named in honor
of P rofessor Loring V. Tirrell
of UNH.
Proceeds from the show will go
to the fund for the proposed horse
barn to be constructed on the UNH
campus.

A free string quartet concert
will be given in Murkland Audi
torium, Sunday at 8 p.m.
P rofessor James Fasanelli,
director of Committee for the
Rescue of Italian Art in Dur
ham, emphasized that the con
cert is free, in thanks to all
the students, facultY and com 
munity who havq helped 'so much
in contributing to CRlA and the
Steve Benoah fund.
The concert features Arman
do Gitalla, first trumpeter for
the Boston Symphony, Gene Alvord, second violin, Cecelia Saltonstall, viola, Mary Rasmussen,
cello, and Mrs. Blickel, first
violin.

ARROW SHIRTS
at

that is ten b eers,” he said, “ just
one way!”
Michaud Bus Lines has three
buses leaving Durham everyday
except Sunday for Boston at 8:05
a.m., 11:45 a.m. and 3:20 p.m.
On Sundays and holidays one
bus leaves Durham for Boston
at 6:05 p.m.
Durham’ s one
weekday train leaves Durham
Station at 6:00 a.m.

Miss
N. H. Universe

Jennifer Brown, who was
chosen “Miss' New Hampshire
Universe,” will fly to Miami to
compete in the “ Miss U.S.A.”
pageant.
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Trackmen Win; YC Meet Next

Chess Team
Places Second
UNH won second place in a
chess tournament recently held
at St. Anselm’ s College in Man
chester.
The four-member team com 
peted against Mt. Holyoke, Nor
wich, State University of New
York at Albany, and St. Anselm’ s.
The UNH team took first place «
in the annual Association of C ol
lege Unions tournament at Boston
3lLlv
University on February 17-18
this year. The team won over
Merrimack College in December
and over St. Anselm’ s in March.
The .Chess Team members are
Mark Regan, Harry Olsen, Nor
man Casas, and Glen Mackles.

I
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The UNH Wildkitten track team
dropped a 96-53 decision, here,
Friday to the University of Rhode
Island freshman team.
The meet completed a dismal
season for Coach Paul Sweet’ s
charges who were hampered by
the spring’ s inclement weather.
Bob Emeigh was the high s co r
er for the frosh, winning both
the 100-yard dash and the 220yard dash, and placing third in
the high jump.
John Benisch, who won the
880-yard dash and the mile for
the Rams, was the meet’ s se
cond high scorer.

Coach Paul Sweet’ s track team
won its fourth victory of the sea
son, an 87-62 upset win over the
University of Rhode Island, F ri
day at Cowell Stadium during a
rainstorm.
The Wildcats will compete in
the Yankee Conference Track
Meet at Orono, Maine, Saturday,
in preparation for the New Eng
land Intercollegiate Athletic Association Meet at Boston College
the following week.

The results:

dash, Friday, in the rain.

FroshTrackTeam
Beaten by URI
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100-yard dash: first, Crellin,
(UNH); second, Morrell (UNH);
third, Johnson (UNH); time: 10.2
seconds.
220-yard dash: first, Crellin
j (UNH);
second. Wear (UNH);
Morrell (UNH); time: 22.2 se c
onds.

440-yard dash:
first. Wear
(UNH); second, Patenaude (URI);
third, Shelley (URI); time: 49.7
seconds.
880-yard dash: first, Vanier
(UNH); second Patenaude (URI);
third, McGinnis (URI); time: one
minute, 59,8 seconds.
Mile: first, McGinnis (URI);
second,
Vanier (UNH); third,
Estabrook (UNH); time:
four
minutes, 17.7 seconds.
Two-Mile: first, Vanier (UNH)
second, Aarmon (URI); third, Es
tabrook (UNH); time: nine min
utes, 42.3 seconds.
High Hurdles: first. Spinney
(URI); second, Whitefield (URI);
third, Townsend (UNH)
Hammer:
first, Narcessian
(URI);
second. Burns, (UNH)
third, Sullivan (URI); distance:

192 feet, 9 1/2 inches.
Shot: first, Klein (UNH); s e c
ond, Phillips (UNH); third, Vorr
(URI); distance:
51 feet, 10
3/4 inches.
Javelin: first, Phillips (UNH);
second, Bannister (UNH); third,
Vorro (URI); distance: 204 feet,
6 inches.
Discus: first, Bannister (UNH);
second, Phillips (UNH); third, Simonsin (URI); distance 140 feet.
Pole V a u lt: first, MacDonald ( U R I ) ;
second. Tucker (U N H ) ; third, Grain
ger (U R I) ; heigh t: 13 feet.
Long Ju m p : first, Crellin ( U N H ) ;
second, Morrell (U N H ) ; third, Ban
nister (U N H ) ; distance: 21 feet 4 %
inches.
H igh Ju m p : first, Bannister ( U N H ) ;
s ^ o n d . Spinney (U R I) ; third, Robb
(U R I) ; height: 6 feet.
Triple J u m p : first, Seay ( U N H ) ;
second, Autrey (U R I) ; third, Davis
(U R I) ; distance: 41 feet 8%, inches.

O ffe r en d s
M a y 31^.

The results:
100 - Emeigh (UNH) time:
10.4 seconds.
220 - Emeigh (UNH) time:
22.9 seconds.
440 - Young (UNH)
time:
51.0 seconds.
Mile - Benisch (URI) time:
4:32 minutes.
880 - Benisch (URI) time: 2:01
minutes.
2 Mile - Smart (UNH) time:
10:20 minutes.
Relay - Rhode Island, time:
3:31 minutes.
High Hurdles - Jackson (UNH)
time: 16 seconds.
Int. H. - Ciccio (URI) time:
58.4 seconds.
Hammer - Underwood (URI)
distance: 116 feet.
Shot Put - Monahagn (URI)
distance: 40 feet, 3 inches.
Discus - Monahagn (URI) dis
tance: 131 feet, 3 inches.
Javelin - Cosentino (URI) dis
tance: 170 feet.
Pole Vault - Lebrun (URI)
height: 12 feet, 6 inches.
Long Jump - Hess (URI) length:
19 feet, 9 inches.
High Jump - Lasch (UNH)
height: 5 feet, 8 inches.
Triple Jump - Cosenza (URI)
length: 42 feet., 10 inches.
“ Paul
Bunyan,” one of the
tallest white pines in the state,
is located in the University of
New Hampshire woods.
It is
125 feet high and about 200 years
old.

Depot Honda
Motorcycle Soles
and Service
Hampton, N. H.
Tel. 926-5622

You have until May 31st to get all the travelers checks you want
-u p to $5,000 w orth -for a fee o f just $2^2. A t banks everywhere.
You can save real m o n ey by
buying First N ation al C ity
Travelers Checks now for your
sum m er vacation trip. Read
how.
Normally travelers checks carry
a fee o f a penny a dollar. It costs $1
for $100 worth o f checks, $2 for
$200, $10 for $1,000, and so forth.
Now, during May only, you can
buy any amount you need — up to
$5,000 worth — for only $2, plus
the face value o f the checks. You
could save up to $48. (For less than
$200 worth, o f course, the fee is less
than $2.)
If y o u ’re planning a trip to
Europe, what you save from this
offer could pay for an extra day on
the Rhine. O r dinner and Shake
speare at Stratford.
Or a patch o f grass at the New
port Jazz Festival, if you’re staying
closer to home.
W elcomed everywhere
First N ational City Bank has
been in the travelers check busi
ness for 63 years. Our checks are
known and accepted in more than
a m illion places throughout the

world — airlines, car rental agen
cies, steamship lines, hotels, m o
tels, restaurants, stores, etc.
You can spend them as easily at
Le Drugstore as at the drugstore.
And they’re just as convenient on
a weekend trip as on a world tour.
Fast refund in case o f loss
The greatest advantage o f First
National City Travelers Checks is
that you get your m oney back
promptly if they’re lost or stolen.
W e’ve built a security network o f
25,000 banking offices around the
w orld where you can get lost
checks refunded fast. O n the spot.
How do you find the nearest re
fund offices? In the Continental
U.S., call Western Union Operator
25. Abroad, we’ve supplied every
principal hotel with a list o f the
nearest offices.
N o w onder w e’re called the
Maximum Security travelers check.
Buy now, travel later
Buy your travelers checks now
— at a saving — and use them later.
Many people, in fact, keep some
travelers checks on hand as insur
ance against the day when they may
need cash in an emergency.

O ffer good o n ly in U .S . and
Puerto Rico, M ay 1-3 1, 1 9 6 7
Never before has such complete
protection for your cash been so
inexpensive. So act fast. Get your
summer supply o f First National
City Travelers Checks now. They
can be bought at most banks and
savings institutions.
If your vacation money is in your
local bank and you won’t be home
until after May 31, you can still
take advantage o f this offer. Just
mail this ad to your parents and ask
them to send your money to you.
Note to all banks and
savings institutions
During the month o f May, we’re
making this unusual introductory
offer to your customers at no cost
to you. Your customer gets the sav
ing, but you earn your normal com
mission.

First
N ational C ity
Travelers Checks
M em b er F ederal D ep o sit In su ran ce C o rp o ra tio n .
© 1967 F irst N a tio n a l C ity B an k , N ew Y ork.
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(Continued from Page 1)
erican tradition to assemble
peacefully.”
However, he was
concerned over the fact that the
vigil may become a regular Wed
nesday noon event.
He said
that, “ If this is to become a r e 
gular procedure, the students
must identify themselves.”
Barlow considered the vigil an
“ appropriate expression of pro
test against the war.”
He added that if this ad hoc
student group has on-going acti
vities, they will be expected to
register with the Dean’ s Office
for security reasons.
“ Everyone has a right to their
own beliefs,” said Dean Stevens.
“ I have no objections to the vigil,
as long as they use good taste
and good judgment.”
Earlier this week the Ad Hoc
Faculty Committee Against the
War in Vietnam solicited faculty
signatures on a petition, a de
claration of conscience.
P rofessor of education C arleton P. Menge, a signer of the
faculty petition who did not par
ticipate in the vigil, said, “ V i
gils are not very productive,”
“ All this time and effort should
be put into positive educational,
economic and agricultural ap
proaches in helping South Viet
nam,” Menge believes.
Thomas A. Williams, Jr., as
sociate professor of English, also
a petition signer who was not in
the vigil, felt the vigil was a
“ good idea” . He explained that
he would have attended if he had
known of it.
“ People,” he said, “ who have
any reservations against the war
are frustrated.
I feel no one
will listen no matter what I
write.”

Pi Gam ma Mu
Adds Members
Thirty-six UNH students have
been elected to Pi Gamma Mu,
national social science honor so 
ciety.
Elected on basis of scholarship
achievement, they are: Thomas
Alway, Winifred Boughton, Maria
C arrier, John Murphy, Joan Bar
rett, Michael Boronski, Elizabeth
Fiore, Richard Kay, Mary Nadon,
Dorothy Pettit, and Timothy Ri
chards.
Also, Paul Blakeburn, Weston
Cook, Jr., Ronald Dion, William
Ingram, Lester Johnson, Robert
Parks, Richard Rainville, Sharon
Ringe, Robert Sawyer, and Paul
Stewart.
Also, Margaret Bauer, Paula
Benoit, Anne Boynton, William
Hanabray, Jr., Margaret Moore,
Janet Riggs, Penny Scheerer, Da
vid Steelman, and Euretta Van
Hee.
Also Judith Gilbert, Jan Her
man, Henry Newton, Julia Ro
berts, Robin Salter, and Wayne
Stone.

Students, Sign Up
Students interested in taking
Education 757 or 758 should apply
to take these courses at the De
partment of Education, Murkland
Hall, room 3.
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Athlete Of
The Week
Rick Doherty’ s 3-2 victory
over Connecticut last Saturday
marked the first stroke of good
fortune for the veteran right
hander this year.
Previously, the bespectacled
senior had lost to Connecticut,
1-0, Massachusetts, 3-2, and
Vermont, 15-2.
Last year he
lost to Dartmouth, 7-6, and
Maine, 2-1, before setting down
Massachusetts by a score of 2-1.
Doherty is better than his re
cord, but he has pitched when
his teammates weren’ t hitting.
In 1962, he pitched the RyanScammon American League team
of Berlin to the State Champ
ionship.
A year later he pit
ched his Kennett High baseball
team into the State Class M
finals. He pitched in all three
tournament games, and lost in
the finale, 2-1, on a fluke sin
gle. The following summer he
led the Legion team to an unde
feated season,
Doherty, a history major, con
tracted influenza meningitis when
he was 14 months old, and as a
result his right leg is shorter
than his left leg. Even so, the
blonde-haired Doherty runs, pit
ches and slides with the best of
athletes.

■,
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Rick Doherty

Try Camaro-“The Hugger”

Europe Trip
(Continued from Page 10)
brakes.”
She loved Paris, too. “ See
this?” she asked, holding up a
dark
gray, oversized man’ s
sweater.
“ I got it in the flea
market, and I haggled so much
for it! It was the funniest thing,”
she said. “ You would say to the
owner, ‘ How much is this sweat
e r?’ He’ d reply, ‘ Do you want to
go to a dance tonight? . , .
Y es? . . . Then for YOU it’ s
only such and such a p rice.’ ”
Stationed near Notre Dame,
the group camped on the left
bank of the Seine in the Quartier
Latin, the favorite spot of Am
erican students studying in Paris.
Europe Too Americanized
“ After trying during the whole
trip to prove we were human
beings and not just Americans,
it was discouraging to go to
night clubs and shows in Paris,
and find that they were all gear
ed to Americans,” the student
said.
“ The Moulin Rouge, the
Lido, all had shows in English,”
She feels that a lot of the
participants in the excursion
missed out on many of the val
uable experiences of the trip
“ because they didn’ t have the
right philosophy about bike rid
ing.”
“ Do you see what I mean?”
she asked seriously, with her
eyes sparkling.
“ My bicycle
becomes an extension of myself.
It’ s not my bicycle taking me
anywhere; it’ s me taking it. It’ s
sort of my weapon against alien
ation . . . It’ s a means of selfexpression.”
This summer. Miss Boughton
and a friend intend to pursue
their cycling interest further, by
riding first to the Cape and
then to the south.

Cam aro hugs a road closer, straightens a curve easier because it’s the
w idest stance sportster at its price. It’s low er, heavier, to o ...b ig -c a r solid a n d steady.
You get a better ride, more precise h a n d lin g fo r yo u r m oney.
A s k a n y Cam aro ow ner, he’ll tell you.
Now , during the Cam aro Pacesetter Sale,
yo u also get special sa vin gs on sp e cially equipped sport'coupes a n d convertibles.
Sa ve on all this: the 2 5 0 -c u .-in . S ix ,
w hitew alls, w heel covers, bumper guards, w heel op e n in g m oldings, b o d y strip in g ,
de lu xe steering w heel, e xtra brigh tw o rk inside.
A n d , at no e xtra cost during the Sale,
get a floor shift fo r the 3-speed transm ission a n d the sporty hood stripe!
Com pare Cam aro. See yo u r Chevrolet d ealer now.
(Sale sa vin gs, too, on sp e cially equipped Fleetside pickups. M odel C S 10934.)

CAM ARO

b y C hevrolet

fNAAK OF CXCrUENCE
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UM ass Nine Here For Parents’ Day
By Mike Gaydo
The Wildcat baseball nine will
play the University of Massach
usetts, Saturday, at Brackett
Field after gaining two upset
wins this past weekend.
Monday’ s Colby encounter was
cancelled due to rain, while yes
terday’ s UMaine game, which was
postponed, will be played on May
18.

UNH Upsets Springfield 3-0
Then UConn, 3-2
Clutch pitching by Keith Josselyn on Friday and Rick Do
herty on Saturday coupled with
two booming homers by John C olliander, enabled Ted Conner’ s
Wildcats to post two stunning vic
tories over highly touted Springfield and UConn. On Friday, Keith
Josselyn pitched a four hitter

Lacrosse Team
Splits Tilts
The lacrosse team split two
games this week, beating Holy
C ross 10-2 and taking it on the
chin from UMass, 9-7.
Except for a few brief flour
ishes which netted Holy C ross
two goals, UNH controlled the
game. Senior midfielder Forbes
Farmer scored the Wildcats first
two goals. From then on Coach
Carbonneau used everyone in the
easy victory. Bob Doherty, Jack
Doherty, Dave Hager man. Gene
Isaacs, Jay Green, Bob Keating,
Steve Otis, and Pete Steer each
contributed a goal for the final
10-2 score.
A1 DeCarlo turned away 22
shots and Dick O’ Conner who
plays behind A1 stopped 3 shots
in the fourth quarter. Defenseman Craig Grossman continued
his fine play, as he, Skip Mac
Leod, and Jim Davies held the
Holy C ross attack scoreless.
At UMass on Wednesday the
Wildcats came up with a fine
team effort but lost, 9-7. L os
ing 4-2 at the half, UNH closed
the gap to 7-6 at the end of the
third quarter.
Massachusetts
picked up two goals to the Wild
cats one for the final score.
The lacrosse team plays its
final home game this Saturday
against Tufts at 2 p.m.

as the ‘ Cats shut out Spring- complete game. He walked four
field, 3-2. Then, before a Spring ' and fanned seven.
The only
Weekend crowd, Rick Doherty thorn in his side was Glenn Ad
pitched a masterful five hit, 3-2 ams who collected a double, triple
victory over UConn. TheConner- and a pair of base on balls.
men now own a 5-4 slate, and
For the Maroons, the starter
are 2-4 in Yankee Conference and loser was Bill Barry (1-1)
play.
who pitched the seven plus inn
At Springfield, The ‘ Cats gave ings.
Giving up all the ‘ Cats
Josselyn the only run he needed hits and runs, he walked two and
in the fifth inning on a walk to fanned six. Ken Demond mop
Colliander, an infield out, and ped up in the eighth and ninth.
Rick Doherty’ s single, his second
Rick Doherty found out how
of the game. Colliander iced the sweet revenge could be as he
game in the seventh inning, when, won his first game of the sea
after a walk to Joe Bartlett, he son. The 3-2 victory over UConn
pounded a two run homer over avenged an earlier 1-0 loss to
the fence in left, 375 feet from the Huskies at Storrs. On Satur
home plate.
day, before a large crowd, things
Josselyn was near perfect as finally went right for the chunky
he pitched his third victory with UNH righty.
out a loss, and his third straight
He gave up two unearned runs

in the third inning on a walk,
two ‘ Cat errors and a double by
Dave Proctor. But this was it
as Doherty shut the door on the
Huskies the rest of the way.
Meanwhile, Colliander boom
ed another two run homer, this
time a 330 foot blast to left.
The smash came after a single by
Joe Bartlett in the fifth inning
and tied the score at 2-2. The
Wildcats won the game in the
sixth. With one out Kent Moore
doubled to left. After pinch hit
ter Keith Josselyn fanned for the
second out, Bartlett lined a sin
gle into center to score Moore
with the decisive tally.
The UConnmen missed a big
opportunity in their half of the
sixth when they loaded the bases
with one out. But Doherty, gutty

in. the clutch, got Bud Pepin to
bounce into a force play and
enticed Bill Flood to pop out to
end the inning.
Doherty is now 1-3 as he won
his five hitter. Allowing no earn
ed runs, he walked five and fan
ned two. He also extended the
pitching staff’ s string of innings
without allowing an earned run to
28 straight.
The loser for UConn was Tom
Lawton, 5-1, who pitched a fine
seven hitter.
He retired the
first 12 men and last six men to
face him.
But in between the
Wildcats collected all their hits
and runs.
Lawton walked one
and fanned ten, as he saw his
team knocked out of first place
in the Yankee Conference.

which beat Phi Mu Delta (1-1) by Parkers, both teams holding 2-0
8 to 6.
r e c o r d s ._____________
Forest Park grabbed the lead
Cross Country Meeting
in the Independent League by
There will be an organizational,
squeaked by the Stoke Sevens, edging the Stoke Grads, 11 to
meeting for the C ross Country’
6 to 5, hold a slight edge over 10, in the last inning.
The team next Wednesday, May 17.
the Stoke Fifths, who still are Commuter Cats are tied with the
room 151, Fieldhouseat4:30p.m.
undefeated and have three wins.
West (2-1) beat the Stoke 69’ ers,
7 to 0, to hold down third place
in the North League.
“ HONDA H EADQU ARTERS”
Pi Kappa Alpha is still un
defeated in the B League, but
threatened by Lambda Chi (2-1),

I n t r a m u r a l Co r n e r

The East Beasts and the Head
Hunters continued their winning
ways this week, both maintaining
perfect 4-0 records and leading
their respective leagues. East
beat the Playboys, 6 to 0, to hold
sway over the South League, while
Gibbs Tide remains close with a
3-0 slate.
The
Head Hunters,
who

Dover Auto Supply

SO C CE R S T A N D IN G S
(including Wednesday’ s games)
League A
Epsilon

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tau Kappa
Acacia
Sigm a Alpha Epsilon
Sigm a Beta
Alpha Tau Om ega
Theta Chi

2-0
2-1
2-1
1-2
1-2
0-2

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

League B
Lam bda Chi
Alp ha Gamma Rho
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Kappa Theta
Kappa Sigm a
Phi Mu Delta

1.
2.
3,
4.
5.
6.

N orth League
Stoke Sevens
Pusseycats
Sawyer
Head Hunters
Stoke 69ers
W est

8-0
1-0
1-1
1-2
1-2
1-3

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.

South League
East Beasts
H unter W arriors
Stoke Fifths
Schofield
Engelhardt Angels
Stoke Playboys
Gibbs Tide

S-0
2-1
2-2
1-2
1-2
1-3

2-0
2-0
1-2
0-1
0-1
0-3
0-0

17 Second Street
Dover
Tel.: 742-1951

FOR
M OTHER'S D AY
GIVE HER THAT
SECO N D CAR
SH E 'S ALW AYS
WANTED

SWEATERVILLE U. S. A.
NICE SELECTION OF
MOTHER’S D A Y GIFTS

1965

CHEVROLET Bel Air 6 cyl. Auto., 4 Door Sedan
$1688

1964

CHEVROLET 4 Door Sedan, 6 cyl., Std.

$1188

1964

CHEVROLET 2 Door Sedan, 6 cyl., Std.

$1088

1962

CHEVROLET 6 cyl. Auto., 6 passenger, with
Power Steering.
$988

a n d it 'll ^
F a th e r's D a y
a ll yearround.

1962

CHEVROLET Carryall. 6 Passenger, 6 cyl.
Std. Sta. Wagon

1962

PONTIAC Catalina 4 Door H’Top, 8 cyl. Aut.,
Power Steering and Brakes.

1961

RAMBLER Classic, 4 Door, 6 cyl.. Auto.
Low Milage.

$488

AS IS — NO TRADE SPECIAL
1962 FORD 6 cyl. Station Wagon. A nice clean one.
All inspected and ready to go for just

$525

GREAT BA Y MOTOR CO., INC.
Newmarket

Rte. 108

Phone 659-3215

McConnell Urges Passage HB623
By Bruce Fuller

CONCORD — The University
system will be forced to curtail
many of its present programs,
reconsider a proposed faculty
salary increase, raise in-state
tuition, and operate in “ a time
of grave crisis” if the state le
gislature adopts an indicated $6.5
million cut in the University’ s
$23.5 million budget for the next
biennium.
This was the substance of a
news conference held Tuesday
morning by University President
John W. McConnell in an effort
to bring “ the plight of the Uni
versity and the State C olleges”
to members ofthe legislature and
the citizens of the state.
“ It is impossible for the Uni
versity of New
Hampshire
t o . maintain the scope or the
quality of its program on a $17
million budget,”
McConnell
stated.
He pointed out the $17 million
figure set last week by the House
Appropriations
Committee is
$2.5 million more than the amount

given the University for the last
biennium, but this added amount
is only enough to cover increased
debt service costs on new con
struction.
“ This leaves the University
System with an increase of only
$200,000 in each of the next two
years to meet its operating ex
penses,” McConnell remarked.

Additional Revenues Needed
Under that amount, the Univer
sity would not be able to carry
on its present and proposed pro
grams even if the present $480
in-state tuition were doubled,
McConnell admitted. He said he
personally advocates a combina
tion sales-income tax bill now
pending in the House Ways and
Means Committee as the only
means by which the state could
raise enough revenue to fund the
University’ s budget.
Other UNH officials present at
the one hour press conference
included Dean P. Williamson,
chairman of the Board of Trus
tees; Jere Chase, Executive Vice
President; Norman Myers, Vice

President and Treasurer; Aca
demic Vice President Robert
Barlow; and Harold Hyde, P re
sident of Plymouth State College.
Other action that would have
to be made due to the budget cut,
McConnell said, would be r e -e x 
amination of in-state and out-ofstate enrollment, curtailment of
library expenditures and expan
sion, and an end to present and
proposed athletic and physical
education programs.
McConnell said he will be
forced, with great reluctance, to
cancel new specialized programs
recently developed including the
Whittemore School’ s master’ s
degree in business administra
tion, nurses training, instruction
of high school guidance coun
selors and speech therapists, and
a new oceanography program.

Reasons For Large Budget
The
University
president
pointed out that the increased
budget is due to an increase of
1,100 students in the system,
wartime inflation, and the need
to up-grade salaries of academic

and non-academic personnel.
“ The University is deter
mined,” McConnell read from his
prepared text, “ to maintain the
quality of its educational pro
gram.
Therefore, we can cut
back our programs to keep within
a drastically reduced appropria
tion, or, we can substantially in
crease our charges upon the stu
dents.”
He added, “ The University of
New Hampshire has never before
in its 100-year history had to
deny admission to qualified New
Hampshire students.
But as
the situation looks at this time,
we may have to deny admission
to several hundred fully qualified
students in February and Septem
ber of 1968.”
McConnell would not set any
definite figure either in the en
rollment cut-back or a tuition
hike. The latter, he remarked,
“ is one of the agonizing choices
we have to review. It is im
possible in my judgement to con
sider any figure at the present
tim e.”

Chase said a point of very
significant concern is that num
erous “ competent” faculty mem
bers have indicated that they will
seek positions elsewhere if they
are not given salary raises. “ The
very type we want, the competent
ones, are on the market and will
accept other offers,” he stated.
This will cause the University,
he said, to accept second-rate
professors and instructors and a
subsequent decrease
in the
quality of instruction will result.
Outside funds, that top faculty
members attract, will also be
lost.
“ Momentum lost takes a long
time to regain,” Williamson said
in reference to the set-back the
University will suffer with loss
of its high quality programs.
In a personal statement of his
beliefs. Board of Trustees chair
man Dean Williamson said, “ The
University will, of necessity, be
come a second or third class
State University unless the funds
required for maintaining the
(Continued on Page 3)

the new hampshire
Leaders at Convocation
Make Appeal to 3^000
“ We ask you to call parents,
relatives, and friends and ask
them to contact your hometown
representative,” said Neil Parr,
president of the Residence Hall
Advisory Council, urging 3000
students and faculty members at
the
student-organized
con
vocation held in Snively Arena
this afternoon.
“ Let there be no doubt that
today we are not students, fa
culty, and administration. We
are a University community. We
differ from the administration’ s
position not one bit,” said John
Rodat, Student Senate president.

Also on the platform with the
student leaders were Professor
John Mulhern, president of the
UNH chapter ofthe AAUP; P ro
fessor Hans Heilbronner of the
history department; Professor
Dwight Ladd of the Whittemore
School; Professor Robert Corell
of the school of technology; and
P rofessor Mathias Richards of
the agricultural school.
Heilbronner said, “ In the his
tory department we have nor
mally 10 full-time faculty mem
bers teaching approximately 3500
students. If the budget cut goes
through, that would mean a pre

sently insupportable
will grow worse.

President’s Letter

situation

Ladd said, “ The faculty mem
bers in the business adminis
tration program came here within
the past four years because they
saw the promise of , . . the
master’ s degree program. I am
sure all of these will think se r
iously of moving on.”
The momentum UNH has gain
ed in the past few years has
been put in “ serious jeopardy”
by the Legislature, said Corell.
P rofessor Mulhern read
statement, printed below.

a

Budget Crisis

AAUP Urges Action
The Executive Committee of
the New Hampshire Conference
of the American Association of
University Professors met last
night and issued the following
statement:
“ The Executive Committee of
the New Hampshire Conference
of the American Association of
University Professors, repre
senting chapters at Dartmouth,
Keene, Plymouth, and the Uni
versity of New Hampshire, calls
on the Governor and the Legis
lature to shoulder the responsi
bility for meeting the financial
requirements of the state. The
level of support in the recently
proposed budget for our Univer
sity System can only destroy the
momentum of an improving in
stitution. It would take more than

DURHAM, N. H.
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one new budget to return the Uni
versity to its present level of
quality.
“ The effects of the proposed
budget slash would be to deny
many New Hampshire young peo
ple the benefits of a university
education; to lower the present
quality of the programs offered
by the University System; to limit
the ability of this system in pro
viding additional services to the
State; to reduce drastically its
ability to retain and attract quali
fied faculty; and to impair the
emerging relationship between
public higher education and the
industry of the State.
“ We heartily support the Board
of Trustees and the Administra
tion in their efforts to obtain
the necessary financial support

for public education in New
Hampshire.
“ As we view this deepening
crisis, threatening all of the
agencies of the State as well as
the University, we see that it
is not a question of the State’ s
ability to raise the necessary
funds but rather that its unwill
ingness to do so at this time.
There seems to be widespread
agreement that a broad based
tax bill will be passed two years
from now after every state agency
and institution has suffered great
damage. We submit that the need
is clear and present — the solu
tion is well understood by all.
We ask that the State Legisla
ture and the Governor admit the
need and enact the necessary
legislation.”

Message to the University’ s institution which they have helped
to build. Let us do nothing dur
students:
ing the coming weeks that will
I appreciate this opportunity to
give them reason to diminish
assure students of the Univer
that pride.
sity that the Board of Trustees
We have a responsibility to
and the administration are mak
ing every effort to secure adop explain our needs and our goals.
We will tackle the job with in
tion by the General Court of the
telligence, understanding, and
budget needed to maintain a
respect for the opinions of others.
quality educational program at
Your support at this time is
the Univerisity and at the State
warmly appreciated. Be assured
Colleges.
that I will advise you promptly
Though these are difficult days, of any actions taken by the Board
we should remember that citi of Trustees or the administration
zens throughout New Hampshire in this crucial time.
hold the University in high es
John W. McConnell
teem and take pride in the fine
President.

Trustees Speak Out
On Financial Crisis
The Board of Trustees of the
University of New Hampshire
is “ gravely concerned” about the
financial crisis facing the state.
Trustee Richard Blalock feels
that the situation is “ the result
of a shameful performance on the
part of the legislature, its lead
ership, and the governor.
If
any damage results the gover
nor will have to accept the res
ponsibility for it because of his
threat to veto abroad base tax
bill.”
Roman Zorn, president of
Keene State College said, “ We
are very much concerned at the
potential impact of budgetory re 
duction as proposed by the House
Appropriations Committee.
It
would mean serious cut-backs
in the scope and quality of our
college program and this will
interrupt the momentum for im
provement that has been build
ing during the past three years.”

“ We will vigorously restate
the case for the budget originally
presented and we urge the state
to adequately finance higher edu
cation, not only at Keene, but
for the University system.”
“ This is one of the most ser
ious crises that the state has
had to face up to since 1948,”
said Harold E. Hyde, President
of Plymouth State College.
“ If the state wants good edu
cation in its public schools and
university system, if it wants to
take proper care of its patients
in its institutions, if it wants
to employ and retain properly
qualified state employees it must
look to a broad base type of re
venue. It has no alternative.”

The regular weekly edi
tion of the new hampshire
will be distributed Friday.
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Student Senate President’s Letter

Editorials

Rodat Wants ''Awareness”

Not the Last Chance
Tomorrow is an important day in
the University’s financial crisis.
House bill 623, a combination sales
and income tax,
if passed would
bring in an estimated $16 million.
It is the only tax proposal that
could completely alleviate the state’s
financial dilemma.
It is the only tax proposal that
could provide adequate funds for the
University.
It is the only tax proposal that
the Governor has promised to veto.
It is the first object of the student
telephone campaign because it is the

first proposal to come before the
House.
It is not the last hope the University
has.
The meals and lodgings tax pro
posal may be reconsidered by the
Ways and Means Committee.
This tax, if passed, would bring
in an estimated $5 million. O f this,
the University might get at most $2
million.
A budget of $19 million is better
than one of $17 million.
Tomorrow is an important day.
It is not the last day in the budget
crisis.

Quality Scraps
The University’s $23.5 million bud
get request had no financial fat.
The request for state appropria
tions provided for a quality higher
educational system in New Hamp
shire.
It did not provide for large cuts.
The cut of $6.5 million now rumor
ed about the state house is 25 per
cent of the meat of the University’s
programs.
Some of the physical education and
athletic programs are part of that 25
percent.
So are the many volumes needed
in the library to put it on a par with
the scope of the University’s program.
So are the increases in faculty sal-

aries that would raise them to a
level comparable to college salaries
throughout New England.
So are the 79 students in the new
four-year nursing program.
So are the 22 students in the Master
of Business Administration program.
So are the several hundred quali
fied students, transfers and high
school juniors, who will be denied ad
mission to the University in February
and September of 1968.
These are quality scraps. Few uni
versities would discard them.
Our administrators do not want to.
They have little choice.
Seventeen million dollars does not
b u y $ 2 3 .5 m illio n w o r th o f e d u ca tio n .

It buys only three fourths as much.

Statistics are Interesting
Statistics are interesting.
New Hampshire is the only state
in the Union without a broad based
tax.
The $1375 non-resident tuition
makes UNH the second most expen
sive land grant college for out-ofstate students in the country. Ver
mont is first.
An increase of $150 in resident

tuition at UNH would make our in
state tuition the most expensive in the
country.
If students were to shoulder the
entire financial weight of the $6.5
million cut in the University’s budget
request, tuition would have to be
tripled. In-state tuition would equal
out-of-state tuition.
Aren’t statistics interesting?
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To the Editor:
The budget crisis is far from
solved.
The House Ways and
Means Committee will submit its
report on the tax proposal Thurs
day, but that is not our primary
concern — what we are interested
in is education.
The University budget will not
be submitted until the end of May,
not passed until July. We must,
until that time, initiate an at
mosphere of awareness about the
value of education among the peo
ple of New Hampshire.
Education is our concern;
maintaining its quality, insuring
its future.
We must inform
everyone of the long range ef
fects of the budget cut - - the
high school juniors who will not be
admitted in 1968, the local school
boards who will face a shortage
of teachers, the industries who
will not find adequately-trained
personnel, the hospitals who will
have fewer new nurses.
Get in touch with these peo
ple. Make them aware of their
stake in the future of New Hamp
shire education.
Call, write,
knock on doors — but let them
know.

It is crucial that we, as mem
bers of the University, act with
the utmost discretion.
There
IS no room for irresponsibility.
The Legislature and the Gover
nor are as deeply concerned with
this crisis as we are.
Our
actions will be effective only if
they are interpreted favorably.
Emotionalism, irresponsibility,
and immaturity will im press no
one.
The budget crisis is far from
solved. What we are beginning
now should have begun a long
time ago, but time will serve us
if we act again, and again, and
again.
It must serve us if we
hope to maintain quality educa
tion at UNH.
Perhaps this will serve as a
lesson - - that education is an
important
investment in the
future of the state.
It is the
message that we must get across,
not only now, but next year and
in the years to come.
The University is continually
striving to provide you with the
best it can offer. Turnabout is
fair play.
John W. Rodat
President
Student Senate

UNH Budget Cut Threatens
Future Program Development
A cut in the University budget may mean the elimination of
recently established programs
and serious curtailment of exist
ing programs.

the director of the Camputer
Center, explained that, “ com puters are such a fast moving
area that we couldn’ t just sit
here for even a year and wait
One program that may be dis for the funds. This would put
continued is the collegiate pro us far behind similar program s.”
The head of the library, Don
gram for nurses. A junior in
the program explained that such ald E. Vincent, described the pos
a move would mean that the 79 sible cutback in library funds
students now in the program as “ a tragic course for the
University” . He continued, “ The
would either have to change their
building
will still be enlarged but
majors or begin their training
a building is not a library.”
over again.
There are several positions in
She explained that nursing the physical education depart
schools do not accept transfers ment that might not be filled.
and will only train those who One, a building supervisor, will
begin as freshmen in their in be necessary if the field house
stitution.
is to remain open weekends next
Marianne Jaffe, of the speech year, according to P rofessor Ga
and drama department, express vin H. Carter, the chairman of
ed her concern over the pro the department.
posed elimination of the proAssistant P rofessor Charles
grams for training teachers of W. Owens reported that the chemthe deaf and for the training of istry department had planned for
speech therapists.
equipment purchases of $15,000
Both programs are partly paid for next year that might not be
for by Federal grants.
Mrs. authorized. Openings in the de
Jaffe explained that these were partment for one senior member
stimulation grants and that the and four teaching assistants may
elimination of these programs mean either a cut in the number
would mean the possible loss of lab sections or the overload
of this money.
ing of faculty members if they
P rofessor Alden L. Winn, have to teach these sections.
chairman of the electrical engin
The geology department has
eering department, was not sure just announced a new master’ s
just what parts of the oceano program to begin next year. A
graphy program might be af cut in their graduate assistants
fected by a cutback.
He ex- and the possibility of little new
plained that a portion of the money equipment could affect this proused for the program was Fed- gram.
eral matching funds. If the UniAlthough the planned building
versity could not come up with programs are not a part of this
their share of this money, these budget, Richard M. Brayton, the
grants could be lost.
director of physical plant deveFor the past year, the Uni- lopment, explained that his money
versity has been working on a will have to be approved by the
computer service to be used by Legislature,
area colleges, high schools and
He admitted that if the State
industry. The program, now in budget is cut, it might be posthe experimental stages, would sible that the building program
consist of remote terminals plac- would not be approved. He also
ed in these locations and hooked pointed out that a cut in the
up to the UNH computers.
enrollment and the operational
The suspension of this ser- budget for the University might
vice is possible in a financial mean a cut in the Capital Imcrisis. Professor Shan S. Kuo, provements Budget.
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Facuhy Voices Concern and
Faculty members interviewed es, they will ask, ‘ What are
on Monday and Tuesday of this they going to do next?’
“ They will start to look else
week gave their opinions and
comments on some of the pro where for jobs. They will get
posed cutbacks in the whole Uni out and look for someplace
versity program as a result of a where they will be guaranteed
raises and sabbaticals.”
budget cut.
William Jones, chairman of
Samuel Rosen, professor of
economics, said, “ The only way the department of history, said,
of solving the fiscal problems “ We’ ve filled all our vacancies
of the state is passage of a created by professors on sab
broad based tax.”
batical and it is my understand
During a similar financial c r i ing that the salaries which I
sis in the legislature in 1964, have discussed with the admin
Rosen spoke on the tax structure istration for the coming year are
of New Hampshire in Pembroke, final.
I don’ t expect to see
Massachusetts. He says that a any change in planned raises; I
part of his speech is just as simply would not tolerate any
relevant today.
reduction.”
“ It should be self-evident that
Jones continued, “ Of course,
this state will experience a con cutting anyplace hurts, and I
tinuing fiscal crisis, whether in hope that the state will soon be
the form of insufficient appro able to handle the University’ s
priations to meet the growing finances in a more sane way
needs of its citizens, the in by initiating some sort of a
creased burden of property taxa broad based tax.
The lottery
tion, or the inequity of the pre is childish; it is substituting
sent structure if not in the more dreaming for reason.”
obvious form of budget deficits.”
“ Not Very Happy”
Dwight Ladd, professor of
“ Breach o f Faith”
Peter Sylvester, chairman of business administration, said
the philosophy department, said, that most faculty members in the
“ I have advised several faculty business administration depart
members that they may expect ment came to the University with
raises.
If these raises aren’ t the assumption that an MBA pro
granted it will constitute a great gram would be developed. “ I’ m
breach of faith between the Uni not very happy, to put it mildly,”
versity and the faculty.
he said.
Robert E. Houston, chairman
“ There will be an atmosphere
of distrust, not only of the ad of the pysics department, said,
ministration but of the state, too. “ It would be utter disaster to
If faculty members don’ t get rais our programs. We might never

Press Conference
(Continued from page 1)
quality of its operation can and
will be made available by the
legislature now in session.”
Speaking for the board, he
stated that he does “ not feel it
appropriate for the board to ad
vocate any particular tax but to
make known to the governor and
the legislature what the needs
of the University are . . . and
to make known the need for re
venue.”
When reminded of a charge
made by House Appropriations
Committee Chairman Joseph M.
Eaton that UNH’ s $23.5 million
budget is padded, Chase replied

that it is “ a minimum figure
that has been screened and re
screened before it gets to them
(the legislature).”
McConnell said University of
ficials “ have had no opportunity
to discuss with the full commit
tee our budget needs.” But he
did say the three-member Ap
propriations subcommittee has

faith in the state after this hap
pens.”
“ The people of the state are
demanding more and more ser
vices, but don’ t want to pay for
them,” said Richard E. Downs,
assistant professor of sociology.

UNH More Private
Than Public
“ The people of the state of
New Hampshire are going to have
to make up their minds — either
to have a state university or not,”
said Hans Heilbronner, professor
of history. He continued, “ We
are more a private institution
than a public one, since less
than 50 per cent of our funds
come from the state.”

LOOKING FOR
SUMMER EM PLOYM ENT?
DAVIDSON RUBBER INC.
has immediate openings on all shifts
fo r applicants 18 and over
Apply at the Personnel Office
Industrial Park, Littleworth Road, Dover

an appropriation to do the job.
If this is denied, we have no al
ternative but to find a solution in
reducing enrollments, abandon
ing programs, or greatly in
creasing the cost to students.
“ I cannot tell you the sadness
I feel at the prospect of making
this kind of agonizing choice.”

Weekdays 8:30 a.m .to 5:00 p.m.
Saturdays 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon

been In touch with the University.

Not going as far as to discount
any lobbying action, Williamson
said University officials “ will
make known to every citizen of
the state what the needs of the
University are and will make
every effort to see that this is
done.”
“ We remain determined,” Mc
Connell concluded, “ to fight for

Petition Signed
Fifteen hundred UNH students
signed a petition Tuesday night
expressing support for UNH P re
sident John W. McConnell’ s pro
posed budget for the University,
and disapproval of the state’ s

Dirk Bach, an instructor in the
art department, is in charge of
art exhibits in the gallery in Paul
Creative Arts Center. He said,
“ We are the least-endowed gal
lery or exhibition center in New
Hampshire, or New England for
that matter.”
He added, “ A
cutback in salary would ham
per our purchase of art sup
plies . . . much of our staff
are practicing artists.”
G. Harris Daggett, professor
o f English, says a cut in the bud
get will have no effect on what
he will do, but he feels “ less
happy about staying.” He said
the state will probably come out
of it, but he will “ have less

survive through this cutback. The
damage that would be done would
be irrepairable.”
“ The governor’ s apathy for a
state tax is killing the Univer
sity,” said Richard C. Allison,
an assistant professor of forest
technology
in the Thompson
School of Applied Science.
Allison said that there are
13
faculty members in the
Thompson School and they are all
full-time teachers; they don’ t
have time for research.
The
faculty members carry 14 to
24 contract hours per semester.
“ This is absurd,” said Allison,
“ we’ re time and a half full
time teachers.”
“ Severe Blow”
Undergraduate research pro
grams in the chemistry depart
ment may have to be curtailed.
“ This will be a very severe blow
to the students,” said Alexander
R. Amell, chairman of the de
partment.
Amell said that the
department’ s budget for supplies
and equipment is smaller than it
should be, and he assumes a
still greater cutback in it.
According to Richard Andrews,
associate professor of resource
econom ics, his department is
“ severely
understaffed right
now.”
“ We’ re very worried that the
planned PhD program in Eng
lish may be cut out of the bud
get,” said John C. Richardson,
chairman of the English depart
ment.

failure to meet the financial
needs of the University.
The petition, sponsored by
WUNH, the student radio sta
tion, may still be signed at the
WUNH office.

SPECIAL !
PORTSM OUTH
High School Gym
iVlAY 29, 1967
m iH A m m m

-

t h e f a n t a s t ic

PIERCE CAMP BIRCHMONT
A coeducational camp in Wolfeboro, N. H.
Still Needs Four Men Counselors

Salary: $300 - $600 for 8-week session
W ork before and after camp for extra money.

CURRENT HIT RECORD - G R O O V I N ’

T H E T E C H N IQ U E S
from the SURF NAN TASKET
8 - 11:30 P. M.

Call collect, person-to-person, Forrester Pierce

516-MA.1-2211

ADMISSION $3.00

TICKETS N O W AVAILABLE - AT ALL D A N ’S STAR MARKETS,
PINE G RO VE PAVILION, or Write Box 95, Portsmouth, NH

n
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Student Opinions
On Budget Crisis
In a poll of student opinion
about the threatened $6,5 million
cutback in the University’ s mini
mum budget request, the reac
tions were as follows:
Elaine Economides, a fresh
man resident of S m i t h Ha l l ,
said, “ If the state can’ t raise
the money to pay its education
bills, how is the student supposed
to?”
Julie Sherman, a junior also
living in Smith, reacted this way,
“ I think the state should have a
sales tax. I don’ t feel that the
amount of money in-state or
out-of-state students pay is jus
tified by the quality of the edu
cation received at UNH.”

Gabriel feels caught. “ As an
out-of-state student,” she stat
ed, “ all I can do is sign peti
tions and support the position of
in-state students.
“ But I’ m as concerned as they
are,” she added, “ because this
is my University too, and I’ m
affected by its quality or lack of
quality.
“ I think it’ s tragic,” she con
cluded, “ that a state can’ t offer
its students the chance for a
quality education. Good schools
are a necessity, not a luxury.”
“ When I entered this Univer
sity three years ago,” said one
business administration major,
“ I felt that I had contracted
with them for a quality educa
tion at a reasonable price. In
trying to meet the tuition costs,
I feel that I’ m meeting my r e s
ponsibility, and think the state
should meet theirs.”

Winnie Houghton, a sophomore,
commented, “ The broad base tax
is bound to come. I think the
legislature should realize that
it takes money to run a state.”
A junior English literature ma
Annie Findeison, President of
jor expressed an attitude beyond
the newly organized Student Nur
her personal situation, “ The cut
ses Association, realizes that the
back for me means a lesser
quality education
for
more
money, but I only have one more
year here.
The cutback will
mean more to my brother, who
will be applying here in the fall
of 1968.
“ For him,” she added, “ itwill
mean a second- or third-rate
education,
possibly for four
years. In the long run, the money
the legislature would save is
really being wasted.
It’ s not
something New Hampshire can
be proud of.”
An out-of-state student, Edna

“ HONDA

ranklin
Pri-Sat.
May 19-20
A FUNNY THING
HAPPENED ON THE
WAY TO
THE FORUM
all star comedy cast
Color
6:30-8:30
Sun.-Mon.
May 21-22
Michael Caine in
J ’UNERAL IN
BERLIN
Color
6:30-8:35
Tues. Only
May 23
Fedrico Fellini’s
NIGHTS OF CABIRIA
6:30-8:40
Wed.-Thurs. May 24-25
THE NIGHT OF
THE GENERALS
Peter O’Toole
Omar Sharif
Color
6:30-8:55
late permissions
for co-eds

Coeds at Hitchock Hall hung black crepe paper over the
entrance to the dormitory, promising to mourn until the UNH
budget crisis is averted.
nursing program will be one of
the first to be curtailed if the
budget is cut.
“ If the state
wants qualified nurses, they’ ll
have to supply adequate pro
gram s,” she said. “ The pro
gram will soon be a necessity.”

Freshman philosophy major
Kevin D. Kennedy said, “ If the
University does not receive the
money it requires, it may de
generate into an excellent se
cond-rate institution, sort of a
glorified high school.”

SENIORS

GRADUATE STUDENTS

HEADQUARTERS”

Dover Auto
Supply
17 Second Street
Dover
Tel.: 742-1951

PAUL B. ALLEN '5 8
for
Life & Health
Insurance

THE GUARDIAN LIFE
Insurance Co.
of America

STILL UNDECIDED?
INTERESTED

MORE

IN

WORKING

ON

THE

MAJOR

PROBLEMS OF THE 20TH CENTURY TH AN IN JUST A N Y
OLD JOB?
CONSIDER A CA R E ER W ITH THE UNITED STATES GOV
ERNM ENT.
F E W EM PLOYERS PROVIDE MORE OR BETTER TR AIN 
ING OPPOTUNITIES THAN

THE U. S. GOVERNM ENT.

NONE HAS THE V A R IE T Y OF W ORK — OR CHALLENGES
OF SUCH SCOPE AN D SIGNIFICANCE. IF YOU HAVE
W H AT IT TAKES, THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR AD V A N C E 
M ENT A R E EXCELLENT.
TAKE THE FE D E RA L SERVICE ENTRANCE E X A M IN A 
TION ON M A Y 23,1967 IN ROOM 304 MURKLAND HALL.
NO RED TAPE OR ADVANCE APPLICATION NECESSARY.
JUST BE THERE B Y 2:00 P.M.
FOR MORE INFORMATION SEE YOUR COLLEGE PLACE
MENT OFFICER.

Serving Students, Alumni,
Faculty, Staff and
Townspeople since 1958
Bus.: 466 Central Ave.,
Dover, N. H.
742-0025
Res.: 48 Bellamy Road,
Dover, N. H.
742-1642

